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Abstract
We consider a model of quantum-wire junctions where the latter are described by conformal-invariant 
boundary conditions of the simplest type in the multicomponent compactified massless scalar free field the-
ory representing the bosonized Luttinger liquids in the bulk of wires. The boundary conditions result in the 
scattering of charges across the junction with nontrivial reflection and transmission amplitudes. The equi-
librium state of such a system, corresponding to inverse temperature β and electric potential V , is explicitly 
constructed both for finite and for semi-infinite wires. In the latter case, a stationary nonequilibrium state 
describing the wires kept at different temperatures and potentials may be also constructed. The main result 
of the present paper is the calculation of the full counting statistics (FCS) of the charge and energy transfers 
through the junction in a nonequilibrium situation. Explicit expressions are worked out for the generating 
function of FCS and its large-deviations asymptotics. For the purely transmitting case they coincide with 
those obtained in the literature, but numerous cases of junctions with transmission and reflection are also 
covered. The large deviations rate function of FCS for charge and energy transfers is shown to satisfy the 
fluctuation relations and the expressions for FCS obtained here are compared with the Levitov–Lesovik 
formulae.
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The transport phenomena in quantum wires (carbon nanotubes, semiconducting, metallic and 
molecular nanowires, quantum Hall edges) and, in particular, across their junctions, have at-
tracted a lot of interest in recent times, see e.g. [16,14]. To a good approximation, the charge 
carriers inside the wires may be described by the Tomonaga–Luttinger model [46,42,22,26]. In 
the low energy limit, such a model reduces to a relativistic 1+1 dimensional interacting fermionic 
field theory that can also be represented by free massless bosonic fields. The junction between 
the leads couples together the conformal field theories (CFTs) describing at low energies the bulk 
volumes of the wires. Specific features of the coupling depend on how the junction is realized. 
Various models that couple two or more wires locally at their connected extremities were consid-
ered in the literature, see e.g. [20,36,34,35] where important results about transport properties of 
such models of wire-junctions were obtained. The low-energy long-distance effect of the inter-
action at the junction may be described with the use of boundary CFT, similarly as the effect of a 
magnetic impurity in the multi-channel Kondo problem [1]. Even if the coupling of the Luttinger 
liquid theories introduced by the junction breaks the conformal symmetry, the latter should be 
restored in the long-distance scaling limit. In the scaling limit, the effect of the junction will be 
represented, using the “folding trick” of Ref. [49], by a conformal boundary defect in the tensor 
product of the bulk CFTs of individual wires [7]. Such a boundary defect preserves half of the 
conformal symmetry of the bulk theory. Examples of conformal boundary defects that describe 
the renormalization group fixed points of Luttinger liquid theories with a coupling localized at the 
junction were discussed in [20,36,34,35]. It was also realized that the boundary CFT description 
of the junction of wires gives via the Green–Kubo formalism a direct access to the low tempera-
ture electric conductance of junctions [35,39,40] that measures small currents induced by placing 
different wires in slightly different external electric potentials. Getting hold of the transport prop-
erties of the quantum-wire junctions beyond the linear response regime is more complicated, see 
[20] for an early result using an exact integrability of a model of contact between two wires. 
The CFT approach seems also helpful here. It was shown in [10–12,19] that for some bound-
ary defects (those with pure transmission of charge or energy), not only the electric and thermal 
conductance but also the long-time asymptotics of the full counting statistics (FCS) of charge 
and energy transfers through the junction may be calculated for the wires initially equilibrated at 
different temperatures and different potentials. Moreover, steady nonequilibrium states obtained 
at long times from such initial conditions could be explicitly constructed. Physical restrictions 
for the applicability of the CFT approach in such nonequilibrium situations were also discussed 
in some detail in those works, in particular in [11], see also [8,18,4,15]. The incorporation of 
junctions corresponding to boundary defects with transmission and reflection into that approach 
poses more problems, although for a junction of two CFTs a general scheme has been recently 
laid down in [13], together with some examples.
The present paper arose from an attempt to calculate the FCS for nonequilibrium charge 
and energy transfers for simple conformal boundary defects with transmission and reflection. 
We describe each of N wires by a compactified free massless 1+1-dimensional bosonic field, 
with the compactification radius related to the Luttinger model coupling constants that may be 
different for different wires. The product theory is a toroidal compactification of the massless 
N -component free field, i.e., on the classical level, its field takes values in the torus U(1)N . In 
such a theory, we consider the simplest conformal boundary defects that restrict the boundary 
values of the field at the junction to a subgroup B⊂U(1)N isomorphic to the torus U(1)M with 
M ≤ N . In the string-theory jargon, B is called the D(irichlet)-brane [38]. First, we study the 
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junction. The overall U(1)-symmetry of the theory is imposed, leading to the conservation of the 
total electric charge. We show that the boundary defect gives rise to an N ×N scattering matrix 
S that relates linearly the left-moving and the right-moving components of the electric currents 
in various wires. The classical theory described above may be canonically quantized preserv-
ing the latter property. The exact solution for the quantum theory includes the formula for the 
partition function of the equilibrium state corresponding to inverse temperature β and electric 
potential V and for the equilibrium correlation functions of the chiral components of the electric 
currents. The thermodynamic limit L → ∞ may then be performed giving rise to a free-field 
theory that was constructed directly for L = ∞ in [32]. In that limit, the equilibrium correlation 
functions involving only left-moving (or only right-moving) currents factorize into the product 
of contributions from the individual wires. This property was used in [32], following the earlier 
work [31], to construct a nonequilibrium stationary state (NESS) where the correlation functions 
of left-moving currents factorize into the product of equilibrium contributions from individual 
wires, each corresponding to a different temperature and a different potential. The NESS corre-
lation functions involving also the right-moving currents are reduced to those of the left-moving 
ones using the scattering relation between the chiral current components. Following the approach 
of [10,11], we show that such a state is obtained if one prepares disconnected wires each in the 
equilibrium state at different temperature and potential and then one connects the wires instanta-
neously and lets the initial state evolve for a long time [41].
The main aim of the present paper is the study of the FCS for charge and energy (heat) 
transfers through the junction modeled by the brane defect of the type described above. Similarly 
as in [11], the FCS is obtained from a two-time measurement protocol. First, the total charge and 
total energy is measured in each of the disconnected wires of finite length L prepared in equilibria 
with different temperatures and potentials. Next the wires are instantaneously connected and 
evolve for time t with the dynamics described by the field theory with the brane defect. After 
time t , the wires are disconnected again and the second measurement of total charge and total 
energy in individual wires is performed. The FCS is encoded in the characteristic function of the 
probability distribution of the changes of total charge and total energy of individual wires. The 
above protocol is not practical for long wires as the total charge and total energy of the wires, 
unlike their change in time, behave extensively with L, but a similar charge and energy transfer 
statistics should be obtainable from an indirect measurement protocol where one observes the 
evolution of gauges coupled appropriately to the wires and registering the flow of charge and 
energy through the junction, see [29,30]. In our model, we compute the generating function 
of FCS of charge transfers explicitly for any L and t and confirm that it takes for large t the 
large-deviations exponential form that is independent of whether L is sent to infinity first or, 
e.g., kept equal to t/2. The equality of the large deviation forms for the two limiting procedures 
appears, however, to be less obvious than one could have expected. The choice L = t/2 leads 
to the simplest calculation of the large deviation rate function and was implicitly employed in 
[10,11], where it was argued that it reproduces correctly the large deviations of the FCS for the 
junction of semi-infinite wires. We also compute explicitly the generating function of the FCS for 
heat transfers for L = t/2 and its large deviations form. The case of general L and t could be also 
dealt with but the corresponding formulae are considerably heavier and we did not present them 
here. The generating function of the joint FCS of the charge and energy transfers for L = t/2 and 
its large deviations form were also obtained. To our knowledge, the calculations of FCS presented 
in this paper are the first ones obtained for junctions with transmission and reflection modeled by 
conformal boundary defects. It should be mentioned, however, that in a different physical setup, 
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two leads with distinct energy distributions was obtained by a “nonequilibrium bosonization” in 
[24,25,33].
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the description of 
relativistic free massless fermions and bosons on an interval. We discuss the correspondence 
between the two theories and how it extends to the case of the Luttinger model of interacting 
fermions. Section 3 describes in detail the model of a junction based on a toroidal compactifi-
cation of the multi-component massless bosonic free field with a boundary defect of the type 
mentioned above. We discuss first the classical theory on a space-interval of length L and subse-
quently canonically quantize that theory in Section 4. In particular, we show how the scattering 
matrix S relating the chiral components of the electric current arises from the brane describing the 
boundary defect. Section 5 constructs the equilibrium states of the quantized theory labeled by 
inverse temperature β and electric potential V . In Section 6, we discuss the Euclidean functional 
integral representation of the equilibrium state and in Section 7, its dual closed-string representa-
tion resulting from the interchange of time and space in the functional integral. The closed-string 
picture is particularly convenient in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞ of the equilibrium state 
that is analyzed in Section 8. Section 9 discusses the NESS of the junction of semi-infinite wires 
kept in different temperatures and different electric potentials. By considering the nonequilib-
rium state for close temperatures and potentials, we obtain as a byproduct the formulae for the 
electric and thermal conductance of the junction. The central Section 10 is devoted to the anal-
ysis of FCS for charge and heat transfers through the junction. Subsections 10.1 and 10.2 treat 
the charge transport, Subsection 10.3 that of heat, and Subsection 10.4 the joint FCS for both. 
Section 11 compares the generating function of FCS for charge and heat transfers obtained in 
this paper with those given by the Levitov–Lesovik formulae for free fermions [29,30] and free 
bosons [28]. In Section 12, we specify our general formulae to few simplest cases of junctions 
of two and three wires. Finally, Section 13 collects our conclusions and discusses the possible 
generalizations and open problems. Appendix A contains the calculations of the generating func-
tional of FCS for charge transfers at general t and L. Appendix B performs the computation of 
certain bosonic Fock space expectations that are needed to obtain the generating function of FCS 
for heat transfers through the junction. Appendix C calculates the quadratic contribution to the 
Levitov–Lesovik large-deviations rate function of charge transfers for free fermions.
2. Field theory description of quantum wires
2.1. Classical fermions
Consider a fermionic 1+1-dimensional field theory describing noninteracting conduction 
electrons in a quantum wire of length L. To a good approximation such electrons have a lin-
ear dispersion relation around the Fermi surface. For simplicity, we shall ignore here the electron 
spin. The classical action functional of the anticommuting Fermi fields of such a theory has the 
form
S[ψ¯,ψ] = 2i
π
∫
dt
L∫
0
[
ψ¯∂−ψ + ψ¯r∂+ψr
]
dx, (2.1)
where ∂± = 1 (∂t ± ∂x), with the boundary conditions2
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We use the Fermi velocity vF to express time in the same units as length. The classical equations 
obtained by extremizing action (2.1) are
∂−ψ = 0 = ∂−ψ¯, ∂+ψr = 0 = ∂+ψ¯r (2.3)
and their solutions take the form:
ψ(t, x)=
√
π
2L
∑
p∈Z+ 12
cpe
− π ip(t+x)
L =ψr(t,−x), (2.4)
ψ¯(t, x)=
√
π
2L
∑
p∈Z+ 12
c¯−pe−
π ip(t+x)
L = ψ¯r (t,−x). (2.5)
The space of classical solutions comes equipped with the odd symplectic form
= i
π
L∫
0
[
δψ¯ ∧ δψ + δψ¯r ∧ δψr]dx = i ∑
p∈Z+ 12
δc¯p ∧ δcp (2.6)
leading to the odd Poisson brackets
{cp, cp′ } = 0 = {c¯p, c¯p′ }, {cp, c¯p′ } = −iδp,p′ . (2.7)
The U(1) symmetry
ψ,r 
→ e−iαψ,r , ψ¯,r 
→ eiαψ¯,r (2.8)
corresponds to the Noether current
J 0 = 1
π
(ψ¯ψ + ψ¯rψr), J 1 = 1
π
(ψ¯rψr − ψ¯ψ) (2.9)
with the chiral components
J  = 12 (J 0 − J 1)= 1π ψ¯ψ, J r = 12 (J 0 + J 1)= 1π ψ¯rψr (2.10)
and the conserved charge
Q=
L∫
0
J 0(t, x)dx =
∑
p∈ 12 +Z
c†pcp. (2.11)
The classical Hamiltonian is
H = i
π
L∫
0
[
ψ¯∂xψ
 − ψ¯r∂xψr
]
dx = π
L
∑
p∈Z+ 12
pc¯pcp. (2.12)
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Quantized Fermi fields ψ and ψr are given by expressions (2.4) with operators cp and their 
adjoints c†p satisfying the canonical anticommutation relations
[cp, cp′ ]+ = 0 = [c†p, c†p′ ]+ , [cp, c†p′ ]+ = δp,p′ . (2.13)
They act in the fermionic Fock space Ff built upon the normalized vacuum state |0〉f annihilated 
by cp and c†−p for p > 0 (the annihilation operators of electrons and holes, respectively). Upon 
quantization, fields ψ¯ and ψ¯r become the hermitian adjoints of ψ and ψr . The quantum U(1)
currents have the chiral components
J  = 1
π
: ψ¯ψ :, J r = 1
π
: ψ¯rψr : (2.14)
and the conserved U(1) (electric) charge is1
Q=
L∫
0
J 0dx =
L∫
0
(J  + J r)dx =
∑
p∈Z+ 12
: c†pcp : . (2.15)
The fermionic Wick ordering putting (electron and hole) creation operators cp and c†−p for p < 0
to the left of annihilators cp and c†−p for p > 0, with a minus sign whenever a pair is interchanged, 
assures that the vacuum |0〉
f
has zero charge. The quantum Hamiltonian is
H = π
L
( ∑
p∈Z+ 12
p : c†pcp : − 124
)
, (2.16)
where the constant contribution is that of the zeta-function regularized zero-point energy
∑
p<0
p = − 12
∞∑
n=1
n+
∞∑
n=1
n= 12ζ(−1)= − 124 . (2.17)
2.3. Classical bosons
Consider now a bosonic 1+1-dimensional massless free field ϕ(t, x) defined modulo 2π on 
the spacetime R × [0, L], with the action functional
S[ϕ] = r24π
∫
dt
L∫
0
[
(∂tϕ)
2 − (∂xϕ)2
]
dx. (2.18)
We shall impose on ϕ(t, x) the Neumann boundary conditions
∂xϕ(t,0)= 0 = ∂xϕ(t,L). (2.19)
Such a scalar field will be viewed as having the range of its values compactified to the circle of 
radius r with metric r2(dϕ)2. The classical solutions extremizing action (2.18) have the form
1 Here and below, we measure the electric charge in the negative units −e so that electron’s charge is +1.
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with
ϕ(t, x)= 12ϕ0 + π2Lα0(t + x)+ i
∑
0=n∈Z
1
2nα2ne
− π in(t+x)
L = ϕr(t,−x) (2.21)
and α¯2n = α−2n. The labeling of modes α2n by even integers is for the later convenience. The 
symplectic form on the space of classical solutions is equal to
= r22 δα0 ∧ δϕ0 − ir
2
2
∑
n=0
1
2nδα2n ∧ δα−2n, (2.22)
leading to the Poisson brackets
{α0, ϕ0} = −2r−2, {α2n,α2n′ } = −2nir−2δn+n′,0. (2.23)
The U(1) symmetry
ϕ 
→ ϕ + α (2.24)
corresponds to the Noether current
J 0 = r22π ∂tϕ, J 1 = − r
2
2π ∂xϕ (2.25)
with the chiral components
J ,r (t, x)= r22π ∂±ϕ(t, x)= r
2
4L
∑
n∈Z
α2ne
− π in(t±x)
L , (2.26)
where the upper sign pertains to the left-moving component depending on x+ = t + x and the 
lower one to the right-moving one depending on x− = t − x. The classical Hamiltonian takes the 
form
H = r24π
L∫
0
[
(∂tϕ)
2 + (∂xϕ)2
]
dx = πr24L
∑
n∈Z
α2nα−2n. (2.27)
2.4. Quantum bosons
The space H0 of quantum states corresponding to the zero modes ϕ0, α0 may be represented 
as L2(U(1)), with ϕ0 viewed as the angle in U(1). α0 acts then as −2ir−2 ∂∂ϕ0 assuring the 
commutation relation [α0, ϕ0] = −2ir−2. An orthonormal basis of H0 is composed of the states
|k〉 = eikϕ0 (2.28)
with
α0|k〉 = 2r−2k|k〉. (2.29)
The excited modes α2n = α†−2n with the commutation relations
[α2n,α2n′ ] = 2nr−2δn+n′,0 (2.30)
are represented in the bosonic Fock space Fb built upon the vacuum state |0〉b annihilated by α2n
with n > 0. The total bosonic space of states is Hb = H0 ⊗ Fb. We shall identify H0 with its 
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J ,r of the quantum U(1) current are given by the right hand side of Eq. (2.26). The conserved 
U(1) charge takes the form
Q=
L∫
0
J 0 dx = 12 r2α0 (2.31)
so that Q|k〉 = k|k〉 and it acts trivially in Fb. The quantum Hamiltonian requires a bosonic 
Wick reordering putting the creators α−2n for n > 0 to the left of annihilators α2n in the classical 
expression. Explicitly,
H = πr24L α20 + πr
2
2L
∞∑
n=1
α−2nα2n − π24L, (2.32)
where the constant term is the contribution of the zeta-function regularized zero-point energy
πr2
4L
∞∑
n=1
2nr−2 = π2Lζ(−1)= − π24L . (2.33)
2.5. Boson–fermion correspondence
In one space dimension there is an equivalence between quantum relativistic free fermions and 
free bosons that provides a powerful tool for the analysis of such systems [43,27], see also [45]
for the historical account. In the context of the fermionic system described in Section 2.2, such 
an equivalence involves the free bosonic field of Section 2.4 with the compactification radius 
r = √2 and is realized by a unitary isomorphism I :Hb →Hf that maps vacuum to vacuum, 
I|0〉b = |0〉f , and intertwines the action of U(1) currents and the Hamiltonians.2 In particular,
Iα2n =
∑
p∈ 12 +Z
: c†pcp+n : I. (2.34)
The Fermi fields are intertwined by I with the bosonic vertex operators:
ψ(t, x)I = I
√
π
2L : e−2iϕ
(t,x) : ≡ I
√
π
2Le
π i
2L (t+x)e−iϕ0 e−
π i
L
α0(t+x)
× e
∑
n<0
1
n
α2ne
− π in(t+x)
L
e
∑
n>0
1
n
α2ne
− π in(t+x)
L
,
ψ¯(t, x)I = I
√
π
2L : e2iϕ
(t,x) : ≡ I
√
π
2Le
π i
2L (t+x)eiϕ0e
π i
L
α0(t+x)
× e
− ∑
n<0
1
n
α2ne
− π in(t+x)
L
e
− ∑
n>0
1
n
α2ne
− π in(t+x)
L
. (2.35)
2 We choose to represent free fermions by bosons compactified on the radius r = √2 rather than on the more frequently 
used dual radius r = 1√ as better suited to the fermionic boundary conditions (2.2).2
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The interaction of electrons near the Fermi surface gives rise to the addition of a perturbation 
to the free field Hamiltonian (2.16) that in the leading order takes the form of a combination of 
quartic terms in the free fermionic fields:
H int = 12π2
L∫
0
[
2g2(: ψ¯ψ :)(: ψ¯rψr :)+ g4
(
(: ψ¯ψ :)2 + (: ψ¯rψr :)2)]dx
+ const., (2.36)
where an infinite constant is needed to make the operator well defined in the fermionic Fock 
space. Such a perturbation defines the Luttinger model of spinless electrons in one-dimensional 
crystal [46]. The crucial fact that enables an exact solution of such a model is that, under the 
bosonization map, the above perturbation becomes quadratic in the free bosonic field:
H int I = I 12π2
L∫
0
: [2g2(∂+ϕ)(∂−ϕ)+ g4((∂+ϕ)2 + (∂−ϕ)2)] : dx + const.
= I 14π2
L∫
0
: [(g4 + g2)(∂tϕ)2 + (g4 − g2)(∂xϕ)2] : dx + const., (2.37)
where on the bosonic side the Wick ordering takes care of the diverging part of the constant on 
the fermionic side. The perturbed bosonic Hamiltonian has then the form
H tot =H +H int = 14π2
L∫
0
: [(2π + g4 + g2)(∂tϕ)2 + (2π + g4 − g2)(∂xϕ)2] : dx
+ const. (2.38)
in terms of the free field ϕ(t, x) with the compactification radius r = √2. H tot corresponds to 
the classical Hamiltonian
H tot = 14
L∫
0
[
(2π + g4 + g2)2 + 2π+g4−g2π2 (∂xϕ)2
]
dx, (2.39)
where (t, x) = 1
π
(∂tϕ)(t, x) is the field canonically conjugate to ϕ(t, x). The classical La-
grangian related to the above classical Hamiltonian is obtained by the Legendre transform:
Ltot = 12π
L∫
0
[ 2π
2π+g4+g2 (∂tϕ)
2 − 2π+g4−g22π (∂xϕ)2
]
dx
= r24π
α−1L∫
0
[
(∂tϕ)
2 − (∂x′ϕ)2
]
dx′ (2.40)
for x = αx′, where
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r2
2 ≡K =
√
2π+g4−g2
2π+g4+g2 , α ≡ vrenvF =
√
(2π+g4)2−g22
2π . (2.41)
Hence after the change of the spatial variable, Lagrangian Ltot becomes that of the free bosonic 
field compactified on the radius r that is different from r = √2 if g2 = 0. The factor α gives the 
multiplicative renormalization of the wave velocity vF due to the interactions (we assume that 
|2π + g4| > |g2|). The quantization of the free bosonic theory compactified at radius r discussed 
in Section 2.4 provides the exact solution of the Luttinger model on the quantum level.
3. Bosonic model of a junction of quantum wires
In the spirit of the “folding trick” of [49,37], see Fig. 1, we shall model a junction of N
quantum wires by a compactified free field g(t, x) with N -components gi(t, x) = eiϕi(t,x) ∈U(1)
defined on the spacetime R × [0, L], with the action functional
S[g] =
N∑
i=1
r2i
4π
∫
dt
L∫
0
(
(∂tϕi)
2 − (∂xϕi)2
)
dx (3.1)
and appropriate boundary conditions. The compactification radii ri may be different for different 
wires, corresponding to different quartic coupling constants g2i and g4i in the Luttinger models 
describing the electrons in the individual wires, see Eq. (2.41) of Section 2.6. We shall impose 
the Neumann reflecting boundary conditions at the free ends of the wires:
∂xϕ(t,L)= 0, (3.2)
where ϕ ≡ (ϕi). Note that we use the rescaled spatial variables in the wires so that the lengths of 
the wires in physical variables are fixed to αiL. This will not matter much because the length L
will be ultimately sent to infinity.
The “boundary defect” representing in the folding trick the junction of wires at x = 0 will 
be described by the boundary condition requiring that the U(1)N -valued field g belongs to a 
“brane”:
g(t,0) ∈ B ≡ κ(U(1)M)⊂U(1)N , (3.3)
where κ :U(1)M →U(1)N is a group homomorphism(
eiψm
)M
m=1
κ
−→ (ei ∑m κmi ψm)N
i=1 (3.4)
specified by integers κmi . We shall assume that κ is injective so that κ(U(1)M) ∼= U(1)M . As 
may be seen from the Smith normal form of matrix 
(
κmn
)
, such a property is assured if and only 
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Proposition 4.3 of [44]. In particular, M ≤ N necessarily. Consider matrices T = (T mm′) and 
P = (Pii′) defined by the relations
T mm
′ =
N∑
i=1
r2i κ
m
i κ
m′
i , Pii′ =
M∑
m,m′=1
κmi (T
−1)mm′κm
′
i′ r
2
i′ . (3.5)
Matrix P defines the projector on the subspace of RN spanned by the vectors κm = (κm1 , . . . , κmN )
that is orthogonal with respect to the scalar product
a · b =
∑
i
r2i aibi (3.6)
in RN . The boundary condition (3.3) implies that
P⊥∂tϕ(t,0)= 0, (3.7)
where P⊥ ≡ I − P . The stationary points of the action functional (3.1) satisfy, besides the im-
posed boundary conditions, the equations
(∂2t − ∂2x )ϕ(t, x)= 0, (3.8)
P∂xϕ(t,0)= 0. (3.9)
Note that relations (3.7) and (3.9) imply mixed Dirichlet–Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0
for massless free fields ϕ(t, x). The solutions of the classical equations decompose in terms of 
the left- and right-movers:
ϕ(t, x)= ϕ(t + x)+ ϕr (t − x) (3.10)
with
ϕ,r (t ± x)= ϕ,r0 + π2Lα,r0 (t ± x)+ i
∑
n=0
1
n
α,rn e
− π in(t±x)2L , (3.11)
where the upper sign relates to the ϕ and the lower one to ϕr , and
α,r−n = α,rn = (P − P⊥)αr,n , Pα,r2n+1 = 0, P⊥α,r2n = 0 (3.12)
with real ϕ0 = ϕ0 + ϕr0 such that eiϕ0 ∈ B. In particular, αr2n+1 = −α2n+1 and αr2n = α2n. The 
space of classical solutions comes equipped with the symplectic form
= 12δα0 · ∧δϕ0 − i2
∑
n=0
1
n
δαn · ∧δα−n (3.13)
which determines the Poisson brackets of functionals on that space that may be directly quan-
tized.
The particular case when κ in (3.4) is the identity mapping of U(1)N , corresponding to the 
“space-filling” brane B0 = U(1)N , describes the disconnected wires. In this case, P = I (i.e. P
is the identity matrix) and field ϕ satisfies the Neumann boundary conditions both at x = 0 and 
x = L and only the even modes α2n = αr2n appear. One obtains in this case the product of N
theories considered in Section 2.3.
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4.1. Space of states
The quantization of the bosonic theory of Section 3 is again straightforward but a little more 
involved than for the disconnected wires. Let us first quantize the zero modes. According to the 
boundary conditions,
α0 = αr0 =
∑
m
βmκ
m, ϕ0 =
∑
m
ψmκ
m, (4.1)
where (ψm), m = 1, . . . , M , are angles parameterizing U(1)M , so that
1
2δα

0 · ∧δϕ0 = 12
∑
m,m′
T mm
′
δβm ∧ δψm′ . (4.2)
The corresponding Poisson brackets are{
βm,ψm′
} = −2(T −1)mm′ (4.3)
leading to the commutators[
βm,ψm′
] = −2i(T −1)mm′ . (4.4)
Keeping in mind that the angular variables ψm are multivalued, the above commutators will 
be represented in the Hilbert space H0 = L2((U(1)M) of functions of M angles ψm, square 
integrable in the Haar measure, by setting
βm = −2i
∑
m′
(T −1)mm′ ∂∂ψm′ . (4.5)
An orthonormal basis of H0 is given by the states (wave functions of the angles ψm)
|k1 . . . kM 〉 = exp
(
i
M∑
m=1
kmψm
)
for km ∈ Z (4.6)
such that
βm|k1 . . . kM 〉 = 2
∑
m′
(T −1)mm′km
′ |k1 . . . kM 〉 (4.7)
and
α0|k1 . . . kM 〉 = 2
∑
m,m′
κm(T −1)mm′km
′ |k1 . . . kM 〉. (4.8)
For the excited modes, it is convenient to introduce a basis (j )Nj=1 of vectors j =
(j1, . . . , jN) in RN such that
j · j ′ = δjj ′ , Pj = j for j ≤M, P⊥j = j for j >M (4.9)
and the projected modes
α˜
,r = j · α,r , (4.10)nj n
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α
,r
ni =
N∑
j=1
jiα˜
,r
nj . (4.11)
Note that relations (3.12) imply that α˜(2n+1)j = 0 for j ≤ M and α˜(2n)j = 0 for j > M . The 
Poisson brackets of the non-zero operators α˜nj take the form
{α˜nj , α˜n′j ′ } = −inδjj ′δn+n′,0 (4.12)
leading to the commutators
[α˜nj , α˜n′j ′ ] = nδjj ′δn+n′,0. (4.13)
In the standard Fock space quantization, we take
Fe =
M⊗
j=1
Fej , Fo =
N⊗
j=M+1
Foj (4.14)
where Fej and Foj are generated by vectors
α˜−(2n1)j . . . α˜

−(2nl)j |0〉e l ≥ 0, n1 ≥ . . .≥ nl ≥ 1, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
(4.15)
α˜−(2n1+1)j . . . α˜

−(2nl+1)j |0〉o l ≥ 0, n1 ≥ . . .≥ nl ≥ 0, j ∈ {M + 1, . . . ,N}
(4.16)
with the scalar product determined by the relations
α˜(2n)j |0〉e = 0 for n > 0, α˜(2n+1)j |0〉o = 0 for n≥ 0, (4.17)
e〈0|0〉e = o〈0|0〉o = 1, (α˜nj )† = α˜(−n)j . (4.18)
The total Hilbert space of states of the theory is
H=H0 ⊗Fe ⊗Fo (4.19)
and in the following we identify
|k1 . . . kM 〉 ≡ |k1 . . . kM 〉 ⊗ |0〉e ⊗ |0〉o (4.20)
4.2. Currents, charge and energy
We shall be interested in the system that possesses global U(1) symmetry acting on fields by 
(gi(t, x)) 
→ (ugi(t, x)) for u ∈U(1). Invariance of the theory requires that this action preserves 
the brane B = κ(U(1)M) ⊂ U(1)N . This holds if and only if the vector 1 = (1, . . . , 1) is in the 
image of projector P , i.e. if P1 = 1 or∑
i′
Pii′ = 1 for all i. (4.21)
The Noether (electric) current corresponding to the U(1) symmetry has then the form
J 0(t, x)=
N∑
J 0i (t, x), J
1(t, x)=
N∑
J 1i (t, x) (4.22)i=1 i=1
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J
,r
i (t, x)= 12 (J 0i ∓ J 1i )(t, x)=
r2i
2π
1
2 (∂t ± ∂x)ϕi(t, x)=
r2i
4L
∑
n∈Z
α
,r
ni e
− π in(t±x)2L (4.23)
defining J i (t, x) and J r(t, x) as functions, respectively, of t + x and t − x for any real t and x. 
We shall use formulae (4.23) also for quantum currents. At x = 0, the left and right currents are 
linearly related:
J ri (t,0)=
∑
i′
Sii′J

i′(t,0), (4.24)
where
Sii′ = Pi′i − P⊥i′i (4.25)
according to (3.12) and the explicit expression (3.5) for the matrix P . The N × N “S-matrix” 
S = (Sii′) describes the flow of the currents through the junction of wires. It satisfies the relations
Si′i = r−2i Sii′r2i′ ,
∑
i′
Sii′Si′i′′ = δii′′,
∑
i
Sii′ = 1. (4.26)
In other words,
Sii′ = riOii′r−1i′ (4.27)
where O = (Oii′) is a symmetric orthogonal matrix such that∑
i
riOii′ = ri′ . (4.28)
We shall use matrices S and O interchangeably. For N = 2, there are two possibilities:
O =
(1 0
0 1
)
or O = 1
r21 + r22
(
r21 − r22 2r1r2
2r1r2 r22 − r21
)
. (4.29)
The first case corresponds to the identity embedding κ describing the disconnected wires whereas 
the second one corresponds to the diagonal embedding of U(1) into U(1)2 that leads to a non-
trivial junction. In the last case, the r1 = r2 case corresponds to off-diagonal matrix O = S with 
unit non-zero entries, i.e. to the pure transmission of currents through the junction, but for r1 = r2
the currents are partly transmitted and partly reflected at the junction.
Eq. (4.24) implies that the right currents are linear combinations of left currents if considered 
as functions of real t and x:
J ri (t, x)=
∑
i′
Sii′J

i′(t,−x). (4.30)
At x = L, i.e. at the ends of the wires, the left and right currents are equal:
J ri (t,L)= J i (t,L) (4.31)
which implies that
J r(t, x)= J (t,−x + 2L) (4.32)i i
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commutation relations
[J i (t, x), J i′(t, y)] = ir
2
i
4π
∑
n∈Z
(
Pii′ + (−1)n(δii′ − Pii′)
)
δ′(x − y + 2nL)
= −[J ri (t, x), J ri′(t, y)], (4.33)
[J i (t, x), J ri′(t, y)] = ir
2
i
4π
∑
n∈Z
(
Pii′ − (−1)n(δii′ − Pii′)
)
δ′(x + y + 2nL). (4.34)
In particular, the left-moving currents commute among themselves at equal times if their po-
sitions do not coincide modulo 2L. Similarly for the right-moving currents. The left-moving 
currents commute with the right-moving ones at equal times if their positions are not opposite 
modulo 2L. Note that for 0 < x, y ≤ L the only terms that contribute to (4.33) and (4.34) have 
n = 0 or n = 1, respectively, so that for such values of x and y the commutation relations of 
currents do not depend on the choice of brane B. This permits to identify for different junctions 
the algebras of observables generated by currents J ,ri (0, x) with 0 < x ≤ L, i.e. localized away 
from the contact point. In particular, we may identify such observables for disconnected wires 
with those for connected wires, with the physical meaning that their measurement just before and 
just after establishing or breaking the connection between the wires should give the same result. 
Whatever the junction, the total charge
Q(t)=
N∑
i=1
Qi(t), (4.35)
where Qi(t) are the charges in the individual wires,
Qi(t)=
L∫
0
J 0i (t, x)dx, (4.36)
is conserved:
dQ(t)
dt
=
N∑
i=1
L∫
0
(∂tJ

i (t, x)+ ∂tJ ri (t, x))dx
=
N∑
i=1
L∫
0
(∂xJ

i (t, x)− ∂xJ ri (t, x))dx =
N∑
i=1
[
J i (t, x)− J ri (t, x)
]x=L
x=0
= 2
N∑
i,i′=1
(δii′ − Pi′i )J i′(t,0)= 0 (4.37)
due to (4.21). In terms of the modes,
Q=
∑
i
r2i
2 α

0i . (4.38)
Operator Q acts only on H0:
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∑
i
∑
m,m′
r2i κ
m
i (T
−1)mm′km
′ |k1 . . . kM 〉 = (p, T −1k)|k1 . . . kM 〉, (4.39)
where p = (pm) ∈RM with
pm =
∑
i
r2i κ
m
i = 1 · κm, (4.40)
and
(a,b)=
∑
m
ambm, (4.41)
denotes the standard scalar product on RM , to be distinguished from the one of (3.6) used in RN . 
Note that the spectrum of Q is composed of integers, as must be the case for the generator of a 
unitary action of U(1) group. Indeed, since for each 1 ≤ i ≤N ,
M∑
m,m′=1
pm(T −1)mm′κm
′
i = (P1)i = 1 (4.42)
by (4.21), the injectivity of the homomorphism (3.4) implies that the sums ∑
m
pm(T −1)mm′ are 
integers. This is not the case for (non-conserved) charges in the individual wires
Qi(t)=
L∫
0
J 0i (t, x)dx = r
2
i
2 α

0i − ir
2
i
π
∑
n
1
2n+1α

(2n+1)ie
− π i(2n+1)t2L . (4.43)
The energy of the bosonic system of Section 3 is given by its classical Hamiltonian that may 
be expressed in terms of the left and right moving currents by the formula
H(t)=
N∑
i=1
2π
r2i
L∫
0
(
(J i (t, x))
2 + (J ri (t, x))2
)
dx. (4.44)
Its conservation, that holds independently of the condition (4.21), results from the identity
dH(t)
dt
=
N∑
i=1
2πr−2i
[
(J i )
2(t, x)− (J ri )2(t, x)
]x=L
x=0 (4.45)
whose right hand side vanishes because
(J ri )
2(t,L)= (J i )2(t,L) (4.46)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤N , and because
N∑
i=1
r−2i (J
r
i )
2(t,0)=
N∑
i,i′,i′′=1
r−2i Sii′Sii′′J

i′(t,0)J

i′′(t,0)=
N∑
i=1
r−2i (J

i )
2(t,0) (4.47)
in virtue of (4.26). The quantum Hamiltonian H is given by the Wick reordered version of the 
classical expression:
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N∑
i=1
2π
r2i
L∫
0
(: J i (t, x)2 : + : J ri (t, x)2 :)dx + πL N−3M48
= π4Lα0 · α0 + π2L
M∑
i=1
∑
n>0
α˜(−2n)i α˜

(2n)i
+ π2L
N∑
i=M+1
∑
n≥0
α˜(−(2n+1))i α˜

(2n+1)i + πL N−3M48 , (4.48)
where the last c-number term accounts for the ζ -function regularized zero-point energy of the 
excited modes:
π
2L
M
2
∞∑
n=1
2n+ π2L N−M2
∞∑
n=0
(2n+ 1)= π2L 3M−N2 ζ(−1)= πL N−3M48 . (4.49)
The Hilbert space vectors
|u〉 = α˜−(2n1)j1 . . . α˜−(2nl)jl α˜−(2n′1+1)j ′1 . . . α˜

−(2n′
l′+1)j ′l′
|k1 . . . kM 〉 (4.50)
with j1, . . . , jl ≤M and j ′1, . . . , j ′l′ >M form a basis of eigen-states of H with
H |u〉 = π2L
(
2(k, T −1k)+ n+ N−3M24
)
|u〉 , (4.51)
where
n=
l∑
k=1
2nk +
l′∑
k′=1
(2n′k′ + 1). (4.52)
The energy density and the energy current in the wires correspond, respectively, to operators 
K0i (t, x) = T ri (t, x) + T i (t, x) and K1i (t, x) = T ri (t, x) − T i (t, x), where
T i (t, x)= 2πr2i : J

i (t, x)
2 : − π48L2 Pii + π96L2 P⊥ii , (4.53)
T ri (t, x)= 2πr2i : J
r
i (t, x)
2 : − π48L2 Pii + π96L2 P⊥ii , (4.54)
are the left-moving and right-moving energy–momentum-tensor components. The constant terms 
are the zero-point energy contributions. Note that the above choice assures by virtue of relation 
N∑
i=1
Pii =M that
H =
N∑
i=1
Hi(t), (4.55)
where
Hi(t)=
L∫
0
K0i (t, x)dx (4.56)
are the observables representing energy in individual wires.
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The equilibrium state at inverse temperature β and (electric) potential V is described by the 
density matrix
ρβ,V = 1
Zβ,V
e−β(H−VQ), (5.1)
where Zβ,V is the partition function. Note that with our conventions, positive V plays the role 
of a positive chemical potential for electrons and of a negative one for holes. Zβ,V is easily 
calculable with the use of relations (4.51) and (4.39):
Zβ,V = TrH
(
e−β(H−VQ)
)
= e− (N−3M)πβ48L
( ∑
k∈ZM
e−
πβ
L
(k,T −1k)+βV (p,T −1k)
)( ∑
n≥0
pe(n)e
− πβ2L n
)M
×
( ∑
n≥0
po(n)e
− πβ2L n
)N−M
(5.2)
with pe(n) (po(n)) standing for the number of partitions of n into a sum of even (odd) numbers. 
The Poisson resummation formula applied to the k-sum and the standard relation of the generat-
ing function for partitions to the Dedekind function η(τ) = e π iτ12
∞∏
n=1
(
1 − e2π iτn) allow to rewrite 
(5.2) as
Zβ,V =
(
L
β
)M
2 √det(T ) eLβV 24π ∑i r2i ( ∑
k∈ZM
e
−iLV (p,k)− πL
β
(k,T k)
)[
η(
iβ
2L)
]N−2M
× [η( iβ4L)]M−N, (5.3)
or, with the use of the modular property of η(τ) = 1√−iτ η(− 1τ ), as
Zβ,V = 2−N
√
det(T ) e
LβV 2
4π
∑
i r
2
i
( ∑
k∈ZM
e
−iLV (p,k)− πL
β
(k,T k)
)[
η( 2iL
β
)
]N−2M
× [η( 4iL
β
)
]M−N
. (5.4)
The equilibrium state ωLβ,V expectations of the observable algebra generated by currents J
,r
i are 
defined by the formula
ωLβ,V (A)= Tr
(
ρβ,V A
)
. (5.5)
The superscript L in ωLβ,V stresses that the state pertains to the junction of wires of length L. In 
forming observables, it is enough to consider only the currents J (t, x) at fixed t and real x. We 
shall decompose such currents into the contributions from the zero modes and the excited modes:
J i (t, x)= r
2
i
4Lα

0i + Jˆ i (t, x), (5.6)
see (4.23). In the equilibrium state expectation of products of currents, the contributions from the 
zero modes and from the excited modes factorize. In particular,
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( K∏
k=1
r2ik
2Lα

0ik
)
= 1
(2βVL)K
K∏
k=1
(
r2ik
∑
m
κmik
∂
∂pm
) ∑
k∈ZM
e−
πβ
L
(k,T −1k)+βV (p,T −1k)
∑
k∈ZM
e−
πβ
L
(k,T −1k)+βV (p,T −1k)
= 1
(2βVL)K
K∏
k=1
(
r2ik
∑
m
κmik
∂
∂pm
)(
e
LβV 2
4π (p,T
−1p) ∑
k∈ZM
e
−iLV (p,k)− πL
β
(k,T k))
e
LβV 2
4π (p,T
−1p) ∑
k∈ZM
e
− iLV2 (p,k)− πLβ (k,T k)
, (5.7)
where the second equality results from the Poisson resummation. On the other hand, the expec-
tations of products of Jˆ i are calculated by the Wick rule with
ωLβ,V
(
Jˆ i (t, x)
) = 0, (5.8)
ωLβ,V
(
Jˆ i1(t, x1)Jˆ

i2
(t, x2)
)
= − 12
(
ri1
2π
)2 (
Pi1i2fe(x1 − x2)+ (δi1i2 − Pi1i2)fo(x1 − x2)
)
, (5.9)
where
fe(x1 − x2)= ℘(x1 − x2;2L,−iβ)+Ce
fo(x1 − x2)= 2℘(x1 − x2;4L,−iβ)−℘(x1 − x2;2L,−iβ)+Co (5.10)
with the constants
Ce =
(
π
2L
)2( 1
3 −
∑
n=0
sinh−2(πnβ2L )
)
, (5.11)
Co =
(
π
2L
)2(− 16 − 12 ∑
n=0
sinh−2(πnβ4L )+
∑
n=0
sinh−2(πnβ2L )
)
. (5.12)
Above, ℘(z; ω1, ω2) = ℘(z; ω2, ω1) is the Weierstrass function of periods ω1 and ω2 [47]:
℘(z;ω1,ω2)= 1z2 +
∑
n2+m2 =0
(
1
(z+mω1+nω2)2 −
1
(mω1+nω2)2
)
= ( π
ω2
)2
[
− 13 +
∑
n
sin−2
(
π(z−nω1)
ω2
) − ∑
n=0
sin−2
(
πnω1
ω2
)]
. (5.13)
Note the singularity of the 2-point functions (5.9) at the insertion points coinciding modulo 2L. 
For such points, the equal-time commutators of currents have contact terms, see (4.33). For the 
1-point function of the left current, one obtains
ωLβ,V
(
J i (t, x)
)
= r2i V4π −
ir2i
2β
∑
m
κmi
∑
k∈ZM
kme
−iLV (p,k)− πL
β
(k,T k)
∑
M
e
−iLV (p,k)− πL
β
(k,T k)
, (5.14)k∈Z
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r2i
2LβV
∑
m
κmi
∂
∂pm
(LβV 2
4π (p, T
−1p)
) = r2i V4π ∑
m,m′
κmi (T
−1)mm′pm
′ = r2i V4π
∑
j
Pij = r
2
i V
4π .
(5.15)
From (4.32) or (4.30), it follows that ωLβ,V
(
J ri (t, x)
) = ωLβ,V (J i (t, x)) so that
ωLβ,V
(
J 0i (t, x)
)
= 2ωLβ,V
(
J i (t, x)
)
, ωLβ,V
(
J 1i (t, x)
)
= 0. (5.16)
Hence, in the equilibrium state, the mean charge density is constant in each wire, whereas the 
mean current vanishes.
The equilibrium state ωLβ,V is invariant under the replacement J  ↔ J r , the property express-
ing its time-reversal invariance. For the energy–momentum tensor components T ,ri (t, x) defined 
by (4.53) and (4.54), we obtain:
ωLβ,V
(
T i (t, x)
) = π8L2 r2i ωLβ,V ((α0i )2) − 14π (PiiCe + (1 − Pii)Co)
= lim
→0ω
L
β,V
(
2π
r2i
J i (t, x + )J i (t, x)+ 14π2
)
= lim
→0ω
L
β,V
(
2π
r2i
J ri (t, x + )J ri (t, x)+ 14π2
)
= ωLβ,V
(
T ri (t, x)
)
, (5.17)
which is a consequence of the operator product expansion
2π
r2i
J i (t, x + )J i (t, x)= − 14π2 + T i (t, x)+ . . . (5.18)
2π
r2i
J ri (t, x + )J ri (t, x)= − 14π2 + T ri (t, x)+ . . . (5.19)
holding under the equilibrium expectations away from other insertions points.
6. Functional integral representation
The equilibrium expectations of currents calculated in the previous section may be also ob-
tained from a Euclidean functional integral. Such an integral leads at the same time to a dual 
“closed-string picture” of the equilibrium state discussed in the subsequent section. The dual 
picture provides a particularly simple representation of the thermodynamical limit L → ∞ of 
the system, which may, nevertheless, be obtained directly from the explicit finite L expressions 
for current expectations calculated before. The reader not interested in the functional integral 
aspects of the theory may skip Sections 6 and 7 passing directly to Section 8.
6.1. Case with V = 0
For V = 0, the partition function Zβ,0 ≡ Zβ and the expectations in the thermal equilibrium 
states ωLβ,0 ≡ ωLβ may be represented by Euclidean functional integrals over a cylindrical open-
string worldsheet, see Fig. 2.
For the partition function,
Zβ =
∫
e−SE [g]Dg (6.1)
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where the functional integral is over the maps g(t, x) = (eiϕi (t,x)) from R × [0, L] to U(1)N
periodic in t
g(t + β,x)= g(t, x) (6.2)
with the boundary conditions
g(t,0) ∈ B, P (g−1∂xg)(t,0)= 0, (g−1∂xg)(t,L)= 0 (6.3)
and the Euclidean action functional
SE[g] = 14π
N∑
i=1
β∫
0
dt
L∫
0
r2i
(
(∂tϕi)
2 + (∂xϕi)2
)
(t, x)dx ≡ SE[ϕ]. (6.4)
To give sense to the functional integrals, one decomposes the multivalued fields ϕi(t, x) into the 
linear part which winds in the time direction and the periodic part:
ϕi(t, x)= 2πβ nit + ϕ˜i (t, x), (6.5)
where
ni =
M∑
m=1
κmi km, ϕ˜i(t,0)=
M∑
m=1
κmi ψ˜m(t), P ∂x ϕ˜(t,0)= 0 = ∂x ϕ˜(t,L) (6.6)
with km ∈ Z, ψ˜m ∈ R, and with the multivaluedness reduced to that of ψ˜m defined modulo 2π . 
The Euclidean action functional decomposes accordingly:
SE[ϕ] = πLβ (k, T k)+ SE(P ϕ˜)+ SE((I − P)ϕ˜) (6.7)
leading to the factorization of the functional integral∫
e−SE [g]Dg =
∑
k∈ZM
e
− πL
β
(k,T k)
∫
e−SE [P ϕ˜]D(P ϕ˜)
∫
e−SE [(I−P)ϕ˜]D((I − P)ϕ˜). (6.8)
The last factor is a standard Gaussian functional integral with the quadratic form corresponding 
to the Laplacian with the periodic boundary conditions in the t direction and the mixed Dirichlet 
one at x = 0 and the Neumann one at x = L in the x direction. Such Laplacian is strictly positive. 
Using the zeta-function regularization of such an infinite-dimensional Gaussian integral, one 
obtains:∫
e−SE(ei(I−P )ϕ˜)D((I − P)ϕ˜)=
∣∣∣η( iβ2L)∣∣∣N−M ∣∣∣η( iβ4L)∣∣∣−(N−M) . (6.9)
In the first functional integral on the right hand side of (6.8), we parameterize
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M∑
m=1
ψ˜mκ
m. (6.10)
SE[P ϕ˜] becomes then a quadratic form in (ψ˜m) corresponding to the Laplacian with the periodic 
boundary conditions in the t direction and the Neumann ones in the x direction, with constant 
zero modes. The zero-mode integration may be turned to a one over U(1)M using collective 
coordinates and recalling that fields ψ˜m are determined modulo 2π . Employing the zeta-function 
regularization for the remaining Gaussian functional integral over the other modes, one obtains∫
e−SE [P ϕ˜]D(P ϕ˜)= √detT
(
L
β
)M
2
∣∣∣η( iβ2L)∣∣∣−M . (6.11)
Upon the substitution of (6.9) and (6.11) to (6.7), the functional integral expression (6.1) for Zβ
reduces to (5.3) with V = 0.
The expectations of products of equal-time currents in the thermal state ωLβ are represented 
by the normalized functional integrals:
ωLβ
( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (t, yk′)
)
= 1
Zβ
∫ ∏
k
jik (0, xk)
∏
k′
j rik′ (0, yk′)e
−SE(g)Dg, (6.12)
where on the right hand side
ji (t, x)= r
2
i
2π
1
2 (∂x − i∂t )ϕi(t, x), j ri (t, x)= −
r2i
2π
1
2 (∂x + i∂t )ϕi(t, x), (6.13)
are functionals of field ϕ(t, x) that in terms of decomposition (6.5) take the form
ji (t, x)= −i r
2
i ni
2β +
r2i
2π
1
2 (∂x − i∂t )ϕ˜i(t, x),
j ri (t, x)= −i r
2
i ni
2β −
r2i
2π
1
2 (∂x + i∂t )ϕ˜i(t, x). (6.14)
The functional integral (6.12) factorizes similarly as in (6.8), with terms −i r2i ni2β = −i
r2i
2β
∑
m
κmi km
contributing to the factor with the sum over k and terms with derivatives of ϕ˜ entering the factors 
involving the Gaussian integrals calculated by the Wick rule. The latter leads to combinations 
of products of derivatives of the Green functions of the Laplacians that reduce to expressions 
involving the Weierstrass functions. At the end, one obtains the same formulae as the V → 0
limit of the ones worked out before for the expectations of products of the left-moving currents 
resulting from applying the rule (4.30) to the right-moving currents.
6.2. General case
An imaginary potential V may be included in the functional integral approach by imposing 
the twisted-periodic boundary conditions in the time direction on the U(1)N -valued fields g =
(gi) = (eiϕi ):
gi(t + β,x)= gi(t, x)e−βV . (6.15)
The latter may be implemented in the functional integral by decomposing
ϕi(t, x)= (iV + 2π ni)t + ϕ˜i (t, x) (6.16)β
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with ϕ˜i periodic in the time direction, keeping the same boundary conditions in the x direction 
that take again the form (6.6). For real V , the above decomposition implies a complex shift of 
the functional integration contour over fields g. Performing the functional integration the same 
way as before, one obtains the representation
Zβ,V =
∫
e−SE [g]Dg, (6.17)
ωLβ,V
( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (t, yk′)
)
= 1
Zβ,V
∫ ∏
k
jik (0, xk)
∏
k′
j rik′ (0, yk′)e
−SE(g)Dg, (6.18)
where the currents are still given by Eq. (6.13) and the contour of functional integration depends 
on V in the way described by decomposition (6.16).
7. Closed-string picture
7.1. Classical description
A symmetric role of time and space in the functional integration leads, upon reversing those 
roles, to a description of the equilibrium expectations in the closed-string picture, see Fig. 3.
In the latter, a collection of N closed strings of length β , is described by fields gi(t, x) =
eiϕi(x,t) defined for real t and x and twisted-periodic in the x direction:
gi(t, x + β)= gi(t, x)e−βV , (7.1)
where V is taken imaginary, compare to (6.15). On the classical level and for Minkowski time, 
such fields are governed by the action functional
S[g] = 14π
N∑
i=1
∫
dt
β∫
0
r2i
(
(∂tϕi)
2 − (∂xϕi)2
)
dx. (7.2)
The twist in the periodicity condition may be absorbed by setting
ϕi(t, x)≡ ϕˆi (t, x)+ iV x, (7.3)
where
ϕˆi (t, x + β)= ϕˆi (t, x)+ 2πmi, mi ∈ Z. (7.4)
The classical solutions have the form
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where
ϕˆ,r (t ± x)= ϕˆ,r0 +
√
2π
β
α,r0 (t ± x)+ i√2
∑
n=0
1
n
α,rn e
− 2π in(t±x)
β (7.6)
for α,rn = α,r−n, ϕˆ0 + ϕˆr0 ≡ ϕˆ0 ∈ (R/2πZ)N , 1√2 (α0 + αr0) ≡ p0 ∈RN , and
1√
2
(α0 − αr0)= m (7.7)
where m is the vector of N winding numbers mi ∈ Z. The symplectic form on the space of 
classical solutions is
= δp0 · ∧δϕˆ0 − i2
∑
n=0
1
n
δαn · ∧α(−n) − i2
∑
n=0
1
n
δαrn · ∧αr(−n). (7.8)
7.2. Quantization
The Poisson brackets obtained from  lead to the following canonical commutators:[
ϕˆ0i , p0j
] = ir−2i δij , [αni, αn′j ] = r−2i δij nδn+n′,0, [αrni, αrn′j ] = r−2i δij nδn+n′,0.
(7.9)
For fixed winding numbers, the zero modes will be represented in the Hilbert space L2
(
U(1)N
)
with an orthonormal-basis vectors
|k〉 ≡ |k1 . . . kN 〉 = exp
(
i
N∑
i=1
kiϕ0i
)
for ki ∈ Z (7.10)
such that
r2i p0i |k〉 ≡ −i ∂∂ϕ0i exp
(
i
N∑
i′=1
ki
′
ϕ0i′
)
= ki |k〉 . (7.11)
The Hilbert space of states for the zero modes is a direct sum of an infinite number of copies of 
L2
(
U(1)N
)
, one for each winding vector,
H0 = ⊕
m∈ZN
L2
(
U(1)N
)
, (7.12)
with an orthonormal-basis vectors |k,m〉. The non-zero modes are represented in the tensor prod-
uct of two standard Fock spaces F,r generated by applying products of the α,rni with negative 
n to the normalized vectors |0〉,r , annihilated by α,rni with positive n. The scalar products are 
defined by demanding that (α,rni )† = α,r(−n)i . The Hilbert space of the full theory is
H=H0 ⊗F ⊗F r (7.13)
and we identify |k,m〉 ≡ |k,m〉 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗ |0〉r .
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As before, we define the left and right current for the closed string
J ,ri (t, x)= r
2
i
2π
1
2 (∂t ± ∂x)ϕi(t, x)=
r2i√
2β
∑
n
α
,r
ni e
− 2π in(t±x)
β ± ir2i V4π . (7.14)
The classical Hamiltonian of the system is
H = 14π
∑
i
β∫
0
r2i
(
(∂t ϕˆi)
2 + (∂xϕˆi)2 + 2iV ∂xϕˆi − V 2
)
dx. (7.15)
Once quantized, its V -independent part becomes the standard Hamiltonian of N closed strings
2π
β
∑
i
(
L0i +Lr0i − 112
) ≡Hcs, (7.16)
where
L
,r
0i = r
2
i
2
∑
n
: α,rni α,r−ni : (7.17)
and the − 112 term comes from the zero-point energy. In the action on H0 vectors,
Hcs |k,m〉 = πβ
(∑
i
(r−2i (k
i)2 + r2i m2i )− N6
)
|k,m〉 . (7.18)
The action of excited mode operators α,r(−n)i for positive n raises the eigenvalue of Hcs by 
2πn
β
. 
The part of the Hamiltonian linear in V is equal to iVQmcs , where
Qmcs =
∑
i
β∫
0
(Jˆ i (x, t)− Jˆ ri (x, t))dx = 1√2 ∑
i
r2i (α

0i − αr0i ) (7.19)
is the total magnetic charge of the closed (untwisted) strings. It acts only on H0:
Qmcs |k,m〉 =
∑
i
r2i mi |k,m〉 . (7.20)
Finally, the part of the Hamiltonian quadratic in V is an additive constant, so that the full quantum 
Hamiltonian of the closed-string system becomes
H ≡Hcs + iVQmcs − V
2β
4π
∑
i
r2i . (7.21)
7.4. Boundary states
In the closed-string pictures, the boundary conditions in the space direction, which in that 
picture becomes the time direction, are represented by the boundary states in the (completion 
of) the closed-string space of states [38,21]. The boundary state that corresponds to Neumann 
boundary condition for all field component is
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∑
m∈ZN
e
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
α−n·αr−n |0,m〉 , (7.22)
where AN is a suitable normalization constant. This boundary state satisfies the relation
∂tϕi(0, x) ||N 〉〉 = 0 (7.23)
whose excited-mode part implies that
(αni + αr(−n)i) ||N 〉〉 = 0 (7.24)
determining the form of the Ishibashi-type dependence of ||N 〉〉 on those modes. For the mixed 
Dirichlet–Neumann boundary condition describing the junction of wires, the boundary state has 
a more complicated form
||B〉〉 =ADN(2π)M−N
√
detT
×
∑
k∈ZN∑
i k
iκmi =0
∑
m∈ZN
mi=∑i κmi sm
e
−
M∑
j=1
∞∑
n=1
1
n
α˜
(−n)j α˜r(−n)j+
N∑
j=M+1
∞∑
n=1
1
n
α˜
(−n)j α˜r(−n)j |k,m〉 ,
(7.25)
where sm run through integers and α˜,rnj = j · α,rn , see (4.9). One has
P∂tϕ(0, x) ||B〉〉 = 0, P⊥ϕ(0, x) ||B〉〉 = 0, (7.26)
where field ϕ may be equivalently replaced by ϕˆ. The excited-mode part of these conditions 
implies that
(α˜nj + α˜r(−n)j ) ||B〉〉 = 0 for j ≤M,
(α˜nj − α˜r(−n)j ) ||B〉〉 = 0 for j >M, (7.27)
fixing the form of the Ishibashi building-blocks of ||B〉〉. The zero-mode part of the first of rela-
tions (7.26) assures that ∑
i
kiκmi = 0, whereas the zero-mode part of the second relations implies 
that (1 − P)m = 0 which is solved by mi = ∑
m
κmi sm for integer sm. The sum
(2π)M−N
√
detT
∑
k∈ZN∑
i k
iκmi =0
|k〉 (7.28)
represents the delta-function supported by the brane B = κ(U(1)M) ⊂ U(1)N defined by the 
integral
δB(ϕ0)≡
∫ ∏
i
δ
(
ϕ0i −
∑
m
κmi ψm
)√
detT
∏
m
dψm (7.29)
over U(1)M of the 2π -periodic N -dimensional δ-function. Indeed,
δB(ϕ0)=
√
detT
∫
1
(2π)N
∑
k∈ZN
ei
∑
i k
i (ϕ0i−∑m κmi ψm) ∏
m
dψm
= (2π)M−N√detT
∑
k∈ZN
ei
∑
i k
iϕ0i δ∑
i k
iκmi ,0 (7.30)
which reproduces (7.28).
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In the closed-string picture, the partition function Zβ,V is represented by the matrix element of 
the Euclidean evolution operator e−LH between the boundary states. A direct calculation gives:
Zβ,V = 〈〈N || e−LH ||B〉〉
=ANAB(2π)M−N
√
detT
[
η
( 2iL
β
)]N−2M [
η
( 4iL
β
)]M−N
e
NV 2βL
4π
∑
i r
2
i
×
∑
m∈ZN
mi=∑ κmi sm
e
− πL
β
∑
(rimi)
2−iLV ∑ r2i mi . (7.31)
This coincides with expression (5.4) upon relabeling s = k and recalling the definition (4.40) of 
vector p, provided that
ANAB(2π)M−N = 2−N. (7.32)
The latter identity is assured if we take AN = AN and AB = AMBN−M for A = 1√2 and B =√
2π .
7.6. Expectations
The expectation values of products of currents in equilibrium state ωLβ,V take in the open 
string picture the form of the matrix elements between the boundary states of the time ordered 
products of Euclidean versions of currents J ,r :
ωLβ,V
( K∏
k=1
J ik (0, xk)
K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (0, yk′)
)
= (−i)
K iK ′
〈〈N || e−LH ||B〉〉 〈〈N || e
−LHT
K∏
k=1
J ik (−ixk,0)
K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (−iyk′ ,0) ||B〉〉 , (7.33)
where the Euclidean time ordering puts the operators at bigger xk or yk′ to the left. The powers of 
−i and i represent the derivatives of the Euclidean conformal change of variables, x+ it 
→ t− ix
and y − it 
→ t + iy, respectively, that reverses the roles of time and space.
The proof of (7.33) is done in few steps. First, consider only the left currents. As in the initial 
picture, we distinguish the constant part from the excited terms,
J i (t, x)= ir
2
i V
4π +
r2i√
2β
α0i + Jˆ i (t, x), (7.34)
see (7.14). This decomposition factorizes in the expectation values. For the constant terms, we 
get by direct calculation:
(−i)KZ−1β,V 〈〈N || e−LH
K∏
k=1
( ir2ik V
4π +
r2ik√
2β
α0ik
)
||B〉〉
= 1
(2βVL)K
K∏
k=1
r2ik
∑
m
κmik
( ∂
∂pm
e
LβV 2
4π p·T −1p
e
LβV 2
4π p·T −1p
+
∂
∂pm
( ∑
k∈ZM
e
−iLVp·k− πL
β
k·T k)
∑
M
e
−iLVp·k− πL
β
k·T k
)
k∈Z
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( K∏
k=1
(
J ik (t, x)− Jˆ ik (t, x)
)) − ∑
{...(kp,lp)...}
∏
p
r2ikp
8πLβ Pikp ilp , (7.35)
which almost reproduces the zero mode part expectation value (5.7) of the initial calculation but 
with one extra term, where {. . . (kp, lp) . . .} runs through all possible pairing of {1, . . . , K}, as in 
the Wick theorem. The presence of this term can be seen by induction on K . On the other hand, 
the expectations of products of Jˆ i are calculated by the Wick rule with
−iZ−1β,V 〈〈N || e−LH Jˆ i (−ix,0) ||B〉〉 = 0, (7.36)
(−i)2Z−1β,V 〈〈N || e−LH Jˆ i1(−ix1,0)Jˆ i2(−ix2,0) ||B〉〉
= − 12
(
ri1
2π
)2 (
Pi1i2(℘ (x1 − x2;2L,−iβ)+C′e)
+ (δi1i2 − Pi1i2)(2℘(x1 − x2;4L,−iβ)−℘(x1 − x2;2L,−iβ)+C′o)
)
, (7.37)
where we get expressions with the Weierstrass function similar to (5.9) but with different con-
stants
C′e =
(
π
−iβ
)2 ( 1
3 −
∑
p =0
(
sinh(π 2Lp
β
)
)−2)
, (7.38)
C′o =
(
π
−iβ
)2 ( 1
3 − 2
∑
p =0
[
sinh
(
π
4Lp
β
)]−2 + ∑
p =0
[
sinh
(
π
2Lp
β
)]−2)
. (7.39)
The theory of Weierstrass function of periods ω1 and ω2 [47] provides the identity
ω1
ω2
(
1
3 +
∑
n=0
sin−2
(
πnω1
ω2
)) − ω2
ω1
(
1
3 +
∑
n=0
sin−2
(
πnω2
ω1
)) = ± i
π
, (7.40)
where the sign on the right hand side is that of the imaginary part of ω1/ω2. This leads to the 
relations
C′o = Co, C′e = Ce − πLβ . (7.41)
The contribution from the last term will cancel exactly the last contribution appearing in (7.35)
establishing identity (7.33) for any product of left currents. Finally, the closed-string expectation 
value of a general product of left and right current will be a combination of factors corresponding 
to the decomposition (7.14). By direct calculation, the constant part of the right currents can be 
expressed via the S matrix in terms of the one of the left currents with the use of (4.26) and the 
fact that S also preserves vectors κm. In the computation of the excited part, the S matrix appears 
naturally upon noticing that in the proper basis defined in (4.9), it becomes
S˜ = diag(1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
,−1, . . . ,−1) (7.42)
which is precisely how the excited modes α˜ni and α˜
r
ni are related when they act on ||B〉〉, see 
(7.27). Finally, under the closed-string expectation every right current is related to the left one 
by the S matrix, exactly as in the initial picture (4.30). This proves identity (7.33) in the general 
case.
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In the thermodynamic limit L → ∞ the wires become infinitely long. The partition function 
Zβ,V diverges in that situation but the free energy per unit length has a limit:
f Lβ,V = − 1Lβ lnZβ,V −→L→∞ −
V 2
4π
N∑
i=1
r2i − πN6β2 ≡ fβ,V , (8.1)
as easily follows from its form (5.4). The equilibrium state expectation values of the products of 
currents also possess the L → ∞ limit. In particular, it follows from (5.7) that
lim
L→∞ω
L
β,V
( K∏
k=1
r2ik
4Lα

0ik
)
=
K∏
k=1
r2ik
V
4π (8.2)
for real V and relations (5.8) and (5.9) imply that
lim
L→∞ω
L
β,V
(
Jˆ i (t, x)
) = 0, (8.3)
lim
L→∞ω
L
β,V
(
Jˆ i1(t, x1)Jˆ

i2
(t, x2)
) = −δi1i2 r2i18β2 sinh−2 (π(x1−x2)β ) , (8.4)
as both fe(x) and fo(x) tend to 
(
π
β
)2
sinh−2
(
πx
β
)
when L → ∞. The latter property follows from 
(5.13) and the identity (7.40). Eqs. (8.2), (5.8), (8.4) and the Wick rule, as well as the relation 
(4.30), determine the L → ∞ limit ωβ,V of the states ωLβ,V . Unlike for finite L, that limit is 
not represented by a trace with a density matrix (for L = ∞, the Hamiltonian has a continuous 
spectrum and the operator e−β(H−VQ) is not traceclass). In particular, one obtains:
ωβ,V
(
J i (t, x)
) = r2i V4π , (8.5)
ωβ,V
(
J i1(t, x1)J

i2
(t, x2)
) = r2i1 r2i2V 216π2 − δi1i2 r2i18β2 sinh−2 (π(x1−x2)β ) . (8.6)
The operator product expressions (5.17) and the limit (8.4) (that is uniform in small |x1 − x2|) 
imply that
ωβ,V
(
T i (t, x)
) = r2i V 28π + lim→0
(
− π4β2 sinh−2
(
π
β
) + 14π2 ) = r2i V 28π + π12β2
= ωβ,V
(
T ri (t, x)
)
. (8.7)
In particular, the mean energy density in the equilibrium state is constant in each semi-infinite 
wire (but differs from one wire to another) and the mean energy current vanishes.
The L = ∞ state is easy to represent in the closed-string picture: by examining the right hand 
side of (7.33), one infers that the boundary state ||N 〉〉 of (7.22) is projected when L → ∞ to the 
closed-string vacuum |0,0〉 so that
ωβ,V
( K∏
k=1
J ik (0, xk)
K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (0, yk′)
)
= (−i)
K iK ′
〈0,0 ||B〉〉 〈0,0|T
∏
k
J ik (−ixk,0)
∏
k′
J rik′ (−iyk′ ,0) ||B〉〉 (8.8)
for xk, yk′ > 0.
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products of left-moving currents J i (0, x) with x > 0, the limiting L = ∞ equilibrium expecta-
tions do not depend on the choice of the brane B describing the contact of wires. In particular, 
such expectations are the same as for the space-filling brane B0 with Sii′ = δii′ corresponding to 
the disconnected wires for which J ri (t, x) = J i (t, −x) and ||B0〉〉 = ||N 〉〉. The physical reason 
for this behavior of the expectations of left-moving currents is that the latter did not have con-
tact with the junction up to time zero. The above observation is essential for the construction of 
nonequilibrium stationary state where the individual wires are kept at different temperatures and 
at different potentials. For the disconnected wires, one has the obvious factorization:
ωLβ,V
( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
)
=
N∏
i=1
ωLβ,V
( ∏
k
ik=i
J i (t, xk)
)
. (8.9)
Hence the same formula holds in the L → ∞ limit of the equilibrium state for any brane B =
κ(U(1)M).
For the disconnected wires, one also has the relation:
ωLβ,V
( K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (t, yk′)
)
=
N∏
i=k′
ωLβ,V
( ∏
k′
ik′=i
J ri (t, yk′)
)
=
N∏
i=1
ωLβ,V
( ∏
k′
ik′=i
J i (t,−yk′)
)
. (8.10)
It is easy to check using (4.30) and (4.26) that the latter factorization holds in the limit L → ∞
also for other branes B = κ(U(1)M).
9. Nonequilibrium stationary state
Following [32,11], see also [41], we shall consider a nonequilibrium stationary state (NESS) 
ωneq describing the situation when different semi-infinite wires are kept at different temperatures 
and different potentials. State ωneq may be obtained by the following limiting procedure. For each 
disconnected semi-infinite wire, one considers the algebra Ai generated by products of currents 
J
,r
i (0, x) for x > 0, together with a state ω
i
βi,Vi
given by the restriction to Ai of the L = ∞
equilibrium state ωβi,Vi for the space-filling brane B0. The product state ωin ≡
N⊗
i=1
ωiβi ,Vi
on 
algebra A = ⊗iAi describes the disconnected wires with each prepared in its own equilibrium 
state ωiβi ,Vi . As in Section 4, algebra A may be identified with the one generated by currents 
J
,r
i (0, x) with x > 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ N for the connected wires. Let Ut for t > 0 describe the 
forward in time Heisenberg-picture evolution of the currents J ,ri (0, x) with x > 0 in the presence 
of brane B:
Ut J i (0, x)= J i (t, x)= J i (0, x + t)= J i (0, t + x), (9.1)
Ut J ri (0, x)= J ri (t, x)= J ri (0, x − t)=
{
J ri (0, x − t) for t ≤ x∑
′
Sii′J i′(0, t − x) for x ≤ t (9.2)i
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ωneq(A)= lim
t→∞ωin(UtA). (9.3)
In order to prove the above relation consider the backward in time Heisenberg evolution for 
decoupled wires, i.e. in the presence of brane B0:
U0−t J i (0, x)= J i (−t, x)= J i (0, x − t)=
{
J i (0,−t + x) for t ≤ x,
J ri (0, t − x) for x ≤ t,
(9.4)
U0−t J ri (0, x)= J ri (−t, x)= J ri (0, x + t)= J ri (0, t + x) (9.5)
for x, t > 0. Such a decoupled evolution preserves the product state ωin so that
lim
t→∞ωin(UtA)= ωin(SA), (9.6)
where
S = lim
t→∞U
0−tUt (9.7)
is the scattering operator in the action on algebra A. The explicit form of the latter in the action 
on the chiral currents follows from Eqs. (9.1), (9.2), (9.4) and (9.5):
SJ i (0, x)= J i (0, x), (9.8)
SJ ri (0, x)=
∑
i′
Sii′J
r
i′(0, x) (9.9)
for x > 0. Note that the nonequilibrium state ωneq is preserved by the Heisenberg evolution Ut
so that its stationarity follows. Hence the explicit formula:
ωneq
(( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
)( K ′∏
k′=1
J rik′ (t, yk′)
))
=
K ′∏
k′=1
∑
i′
k′
Sik′ i′k′
N∏
i=1
ωiβi ,Vi
(( ∏
k
ik=i
J i (t, xk)
)( ∏
k′
i′
k′=i
J ri (t, yk′)
))
, (9.10)
where on the left hand side the currents correspond to connected wires and on the right hand side 
to disconnected ones and the values of t , xk and xk′ may be taken arbitrary (with noncoincident 
x1, . . . , xK, −y1, . . . , −yK ′ to avoid singularities). In particular,
ωneq
( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
)
= ωin
( K∏
k=1
J ik (t, xk)
)
(9.11)
so that the difference between ωneq and ωin, due to the junction between wires, arises only in 
the presence of right-moving currents. The left-moving currents do not feel the influence of 
the junction. It should be stressed that the dynamics considered above both in the presence of 
the junction and for decoupled wires is generated by the Hamiltonians that do not include the 
electric potentials in the bulk of the wires. Those play the role only in the preparation of the 
initial product state and may be applied far away from the junction. That the ballistic evolution 
of chiral currents persists for long times in the bulk of the wires in such a nonequilibrium situation 
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of [13].
Specifying Eq. (9.10) to the 1-point expectations, one obtains:
ωneq
(
J i (t, x)
) = r2i Vi4π , ωneq(J ri (t, x)) = N∑
i′=1
Sii′
r2
i′Vi′
4π (9.12)
so that the mean charge density and mean current in the wires are
ωneq
(
J 0i (t, x)
) = N∑
i′=1
(Sii′ + δii′) r
2
i′Vi′
4π ,
ωneq
(
J 1i (t, x)
) = N∑
i′=1
(Sii′ − δii′) r
2
i′Vi′
4π , (9.13)
respectively. They are constant in each wire and the mean current does not vanish, in general, at 
difference with the equilibrium state. The electric conductance tensor of the junction (in the units 
e2/h¯) is
elGii′ ≡ ∂∂Vi′ ωneq(J
1
i (0, x))
∣∣∣ βj=β
Vj=V
= 14π (Sii′ − δii′)r2i′ . (9.14)
This agrees with the calculation of [39,40] based on the combination of the Green–Kubo formula 
with the conformal field theory representation of the equilibrium state. Note that the conductance 
vanishes for the decoupled wires. The nonequilibrium current 2-point functions are given by
ωneq
(
J i1(t, x1)J

i2
(t, x2)
) = r2i1 r2i2Vi1Vi216π2 − δi1i2 r2i18β2i1 sinh−2
(
π(x1−x2)
βi1
)
, (9.15)
ωneq
(
J i1(t, x1)J
r
i2
(t, x2)
) = N∑
i=1
Si2i1
r2i1
r2i Vi1Vi2
16π2 − Si2i1
r2i1
8β2i1
sinh−2
(
π(x1+x2)
βi1
)
, (9.16)
ωneq
(
J ri1(t, x1)J
r
i2
(t, x2)
)
=
N∑
i,i′=1
Si1iSi2i′
r2i r
2
i′ViVi′
16π2 −
N∑
i=1
Si1iSi2i
r2i
8β2i
sinh−2
(
π(x1−x2)
βi
)
. (9.17)
Note that the nonequilibrium states ωneq with coupled wires break the time reversal symmetry 
J  ↔ J r .
For the expectation value of the energy–momentum components, we obtain from the operator 
product expansions (5.18) and (5.19)
ωneq
(
T i (t, x)
) = r2i V 2i8π + lim→0
(
− π4β2i sinh
−2 (π
βi
)
+ 14π2
)
= r2i V 2i8π + π12β2i , (9.18)
ωneq
(
T ri (t, x)
) = 18πr2i
( N∑
i′=1
Sii′r
2
i′Vi′
)2 + lim
→0
(
−
N∑
i′=1
(Sii′)
2 πr
2
i′
4r2i β
2
i′
sinh−2
(
π
βi′
)
+ 14π2
)
= 18πr2i
( N∑
′
Sii′r
2
i′Vi′
)2 + π12r2i
N∑
′
(
Sii′
ri′
βi′
)2
(9.19)i =1 i =1
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ωneq
(
K
0,1
i (t, x)
) = 18πr2i
( N∑
i′
Sii′r
2
i′Vi′
)2 ± r2i V 2i8π + π12r2i
N∑
i′=1
(
Sii′
ri′
βi′
)2 ± π12β2i . (9.20)
This results in the thermal conductance
thGii′ = −β2i′ ∂∂βi′ ωneq
(
K1i (t, x)
)∣∣∣ βj=β
Vj=V
= π6β
(
(Sii′)
2 r
2
i′
r2i
− δii′
)
. (9.21)
10. Full counting statistics
10.1. Charge transport
Measuring transport of charges through the junction of quantum wires requires specifying 
measurement protocol that may be not easy to implement. Refs. [29,30] proposed an indirect 
measurement of charge transferred through a quantum resistor and obtained a closed formula for 
statistics of the results. The same charge transfer statistics could be obtained by considering a 
direct two-times measurement of the total charge accumulated in the system, provided the latter 
is finite. Following [11], we shall employ the second measurement protocol that is conceptually 
simpler although unpractical for large systems, keeping in mind that the charge transfer statistics 
obtained this way may be also accessed by a more practical indirect measurement protocol.
Consider first the system of disconnected wires of length L, each with Hamiltonian H 0i and 
charge operator Q0i . Prepare the system in the product state ω
L
0 =
N⊗
i=1
ω
i,L
βi ,Vi
given by the den-
sity matrix ρ0 ≡
N⊗
i=1
ρiβi ,Vi
, where ρiβi ,Vi = 1Ziβi ,Vi
e−βi(H 0i −ViQ0i ). At time zero, measure the total 
charge Q0i in each wire. Then connect the wires instantaneously and let the system evolve. At 
time t , disconnect the wires and measure the total charge Qi(t) in each wire. By spectral decom-
position,
Q0i =
∑
q0
q0P 0
i,q0 , Qi(t)=
∑
q
qPi,q(t). (10.1)
The probability that the first measurement gives the values of charges (q0i ) ≡ q0 is equal to 
tr
(⊗Ni=1 ρiβi ,ViP 0i,q0i ). After the first measurement, the density matrix is reduced to
ρ0+ ≡
N⊗
i=1
P 0
i.q0i
ρiβi ,Vi
P 0
i.q0i
tr
(⊗Ni=1 ρiβi ,Vi P 0i,q0i ) . (10.2)
The probability that the second measurement gives the values of charges (qi) ≡ q , is then equal 
to tr
(
ρ0+
N∏
i=1
Pi,qi (t)
)
. Altogether, the joint probability of the results (q0, q) is
Pt (q
0,q)= tr ( N⊗
i=1
ρiβi ,Vi P
0
i,q0i
)
trρ0+
N∏
Pi,qi (t)= tr
( N⊗
i=1
ρiβi ,ViP
0
i.q0i
) N∏
Pi,qi (t)i=1 i=1
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(∏
i
Pi,q0i
∏
i
Pi,qi (t)
)
, (10.3)
where to obtain the second equality, we used the fact that P 0i,q commute with ρ
i
βi,Vi
. The proba-
bility that the charges change by qi = qi − q0i is
Pt (q)=
∑
(q0,q)
∏
i
δqi ,qi−q0i Pt (q
0,q). (10.4)
The latter probabilities may be encoded in their characteristic function called the generating 
function of full counting statistics (FCS) for the electric charge transfers:
elFLt (ν)=
∑
q
e
i
∑
i
νiqi
Pt (q)=
∑
(q0,q)
e
i
∑
i
νi (qi−q0i )
Pt (q
0,q)
= ωL0
(∏
i
(∑
q0
e−iνiq0P 0
i,q0
)∏
i
(∑
q
eiνiqPi,q(t))
))
= ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
νiQ
0
i
e
i
∑
i
νiQi(t))
. (10.5)
For connected wires, the change of the wire charges in time is
Qi(t)≡Qi(t)−Qi(0)=
t∫
0
d
ds
Qi(s)ds =
t∫
0
ds
L∫
0
∂s
(
J i (s, x)+ J ri (s, x)
)
dx
=
t∫
0
ds
L∫
0
(
∂xJ

i (s, x)− ∂xJ ri (s, x)
)
dx = −
t∫
0
(
J i (s,0)− J ri (s,0)
)
ds
= −
t∫
0
(
J i (0, s)−
∑
i′
Sii′J

i′(0, s)
)
ds. (10.6)
After disconnecting the wires at time t ≤ L, the latter observables become the ones for uncon-
nected wires given by the right hand side of (10.6). The crucial fact is that they are extensive in 
time but not in the wire length, unlike the total charges. Note the commutation:
[
Qi(t),Q
0
i′
] = − t∫
0
ds
L∫
−L
[(
J i (0, s)−
∑
i′′
Sii′′J

i′′(0, s)
)
, J i′(0, x)
]
dx
= −(δii′ − Sii′)
t∫
0
ds
L∫
−L
∑
n
δ′(s − x + 2nL)dx = 0. (10.7)
Since the observable Qi(t) become equal to Q0i +Qi(t) after the disconnection of wires, the 
FCS generating function (10.5) may be rewritten due to (10.7) in the simpler form
elFLt (ν)= ωL0
(
e
i
∑
i
νiQi(t)) = N∏ωi,Lβi ,Vi(e−iν˜i
t∫
0
J i (0,s))
, (10.8)
i=1
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ν˜i ≡ νi −
∑
i′
Si′iνi′ . (10.9)
Due to the translation invariance of the state ωi,Lβi,Vi ,
ω
i,L
βi ,Vi
(
e
−iν˜i
t∫
0
J i (0,s)ds) = ωi,Lβi ,Vi(e−iν˜i
t/2∫
−t/2
J i (0,s)ds)
= ωi,Lβi ,Vi
(
e
−iν˜i
t/2∫
0
(J i (0,s)+J ri (0,s))ds)
. (10.10)
In the limit L → ∞, the initial states ωL0 tend to the product state ωin for semi-infinite wires 
considered in Section 9 so that
elFt(ν)≡ lim
L→∞
elFLt (ν)= ωin
(
e
i
∑
i
νiQi(t)) = ωneq(ei
∑
i
νiQi(t)) (10.11)
with the last equality following from relations (9.11) and (10.6).
We would like to study the large deviation form of the FCS generating function by calculating 
the rate function
elf (ν)= lim
t→∞ t
−1 ln elFt(ν). (10.12)
Ref. [11] exposed a strategy for the calculation of such rate functions for semi-infinite wires with 
a purely transmitting junction from its derivatives. Applying it to our case, we note that such 
derivatives have the form
∂
∂νj
elf (ν)
= lim
t→∞
i
t
ωin
(
e
i
∑
i
νiQi(t)
Qj (t)
)
ωin
(
e
i
∑
i
νiQi(t))
= lim
t→∞
1
it
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t∫
0
J i (0,s)ds t∫
0
(
J j (0, s′)−
∑
j ′
Sjj ′J j ′(0, s
′)
)
ds′
)
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t∫
0
J i (0,s)ds)
= lim
t→∞
1
it
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
−t/2
J i (0,s)ds t/2∫
−t/2
(
J j (0, s′)−
∑
j ′
Sjj ′J j ′(0, s
′)
)
ds′
)
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
−t/2
J i (0,s)ds) , (10.13)
where the last equality follows from the translation invariance of state ωin. Upon using the re-
flection rule J r(t, x) = J i (0, −x) and the symmetry of the equilibrium expectations under the 
interchange of the left and right currents, this gives:
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∂νj
elf (ν)= lim
t→∞
2
it
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
0
(J i (0,s)+J ri (0,s))ds t/2∫
0
(
J j (0, s′)−
∑
j ′
Sjj ′J j ′(0, s
′)
)
ds′
)
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
0
(J i (0,s)+J r (0,s))ds)
(10.14)
with ν˜i as above. It was argued in [11], following the approach set up in [10], that for 0 < s′ <
t/2,
lim
t→∞
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
0
(J i (0,s)+J r (0,s))ds
J 
j ′(0, s
′)
)
ωin
(
e
−i ∑
i
ν˜i
t/2∫
0
(J i (0,s)+J ri (0,s))ds) = ω
j ′
βj ′ ,Vj ′−iβ−1j ′ ν˜j ′
(
J j ′(0, s
′)
) (10.15)
because for large t the exponential factor becomes close to e
−i ∑
i
ν˜iQ
0
i providing effectively the 
imaginary additions to potentials Vi . Since the one point function on the right hand side of (10.15)
is independent of s′, this line of thought gives by the analytic continuation of (8.5) the identity
∂
∂νj
elf (ν)= − i4π
∑
j ′
(δjj ′ − Sjj ′)r2j ′
(
Vj ′ − iβ−1j ′ ν˜j ′
) (10.16)
which, together with (10.9) and the relation f (0) = 0, implies that
elf (ν)=
N∑
i=1
((Vi−iβ−1i (νi− N∑
i′=1
Si′i νi′ )
)2
βir
2
i
8π −
V 2i βi r
2
i
8π
)
= −
N∑
i=1
((νi− N∑
i′=1
Si′i νi′
)2
r2i
8πβi + i
Vi
(
νi−
N∑
i′=1
Si′i νi′
)
r2i
4π
)
. (10.17)
The existence of the limit (10.12) means that at long times the PDF of charge transfers takes 
the large-deviations form
Pt (q) ∼ e−telI ( 1t q), (10.18)
where the rate function
elI (ρ)= max
ν
( N∑
i=1
ρiνi − elf (−iν)
)
(10.19)
is the Legendre transform of elf (−iν). For elf (ν) given by (10.17), elI (ρ) is a quadratic poly-
nomial on the subspace where it is finite. In other words, the large deviations of charge transfers 
per unit time have the Gaussian distribution with mean
〈qi
t
〉 = N∑
i′=1
(Sii′ − δii′)Vi′ r
2
i′
4π , (10.20)
equal to the mean current in the nonequilibrium state, see (9.13), and covariance
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t
qi′
t
〉 − 〈qi
t
〉〈qi′
t
〉 = 1
t
N∑
i′′=1
r2
i′′
4πβi′′
(δi′′i − Sii′′)(δi′′i′ − Si′i′′). (10.21)
Note that the first of equalities (10.17) implies that the large-deviations rate function for FCS 
of charge transfers is proportional to the difference of equilibrium free energies for different 
potentials:
elf (ν)= 12
N∑
i=1
βi
(
fi(βi,Vi)− fi(βi,Vi − iβ−1i ν˜i )
)
, (10.22)
where fi(β, V ) = −V
2r2i
4π − π6β2 is the equilibrium free energy per unit length in a single decou-
pled semi-infinite wire with Neumann boundary conditions, see (8.1). Relation (10.22) implies 
in turn that
elf (ν)= lim
t=2L→∞
1
t
ln elFLt (ν) (10.23)
if we define elFLt (ν) for t > L by the right hand side of (10.8). Indeed, in that case the 2nd 
equality in (10.10) implies that
elFL2L(ν)=
N∏
i=1
Zi
βi ,Vi−iβ−1i ν˜i
Ziβi ,Vi
, (10.24)
where the partition functions on the right hand side pertain to the disconnected wires of length L. 
A priori, it is not clear that the same result for elf (ν) arises in the physically different limit 
that takes the thermodynamic limit L → ∞ before sending t → ∞. The calculation of [11,19]
amounts to the claim that both limits are equal.
10.2. Exact result for elFLt (ν)
The exactly soluble nature of the model considered here allows to examine closer the distri-
bution of charge transfers for finite L and t and to see in more details how its large-deviations 
form arises. A direct calculation performed in Appendix A gives the result
elFLt (ν)reg = exp
[
−
N∑
i=1
ν˜2i r
2
i
8π2
(
CL + ln 2πθ1(
iβi
2L ;
t
2L)
∂zθ1(
iβi
2L ;0)
)]
×
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− πβi
Lr2
i
k2i +βiViki−i ν˜i t2L ki
)]
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− πβi
Lr2
i
k2i +βiViki
)] , (10.25)
where the subscript “reg” refers to a necessary ultraviolet regularization, that replaces the diver-
gent constant C∞ = ∑
n>0
1
n
by
CL =
L∑
n=1
1
n
= ln(L)+C +O( 1
L
) (10.26)
with the ultraviolet cutoff , see Appendix A. Variables ν˜i are as before, see (10.9), and
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∑
n∈Z
eπ iτ(n+
1
2 )
2+2πi(n+ 12 )(z+ 12 ) (10.27)
is one of the Jacobi theta-functions. The first exponential factor on the right hand side of (10.25)
is the characteristic function of a centered Gaussian distribution of charge transfers q with the 
covariance
Ci′i′′ =
N∑
i=1
r2i
4π2
(
δii′ − Si′i
)(
δii′′ − Si′′i
)(
CL + ln 2πθ1(
iβi
2L ;
t
2L)
∂zθ1(
iβi
2L ;0)
)
. (10.28)
The t -dependent expression under the logarithm is positive for 0 < t < 2L. Note that the ultravi-
olet divergent contribution to the covariance is independent of t . It describes the charge transfers 
that arise at the moments of the connection of wires at time 0 or their disconnection at time t but 
do not contribute to the average charge transfers realized during the long period of time when 
the wires are connected. The second factor on the right hand side of (10.5) is a characteristic 
function of the discrete distribution
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− πβi
Lr2
i
k2i +βiViki
)] N∏
i′=1
δ
(
qi′−
N∑
i=1
(δii′−Si′i )ki
)
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− πβi
Lr2
i
k2i +βiViki
)] (10.29)
of charge transfers q . The two types of charge transfers are realized independently and both 
correspond to the vanishing total charge transfer 
∑
i qi . As we shall see below, they both con-
tribute to the large deviations result (10.17).
In order to study the behavior of the charge-transfer distribution for large L and large t , we 
shall rewrite (10.25) applying the Poisson resummation formula to the k-sums and the modular 
transformation θ1(τ ; z) = i(−iτ)−1/2e− π iz
2
τ θ1(− 1τ ; zτ ) to the Jacobi theta function. The resulting 
expression is
elFLt (ν)reg = exp
[
−
N∑
i=1
ν˜2i r
2
i
8π2
(
CL + ln
π iβie
− πt22Lβi θ1( 2iLβi ;−
it
βi
)
L∂zθ1(
2iL
βi
;0)
)]
×
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− 2πr2i L
βi
k2i +iVir2i Lki+
ν˜i r
2
i
t
2βi
ki− iν˜i Vi r
2
i
t
4π −
ν˜2
i
r2
i
t2
16πβiL
)]
∑
k∈ZN
exp
[ N∑
i=1
(− 2πr2i L
βi
k2i +iVir2i Lki
)] . (10.30)
Together with relation (10.26), it allows to extract the large L behavior
elFLt (ν)reg = exp
[
−
N∑
i=1
ν˜2i r
2
i
8π2
(
C + ln(βi)+ ln sinh πtβi
)]
exp
[
−
N∑
i=1
iν˜iVi r2i t
4π
]
×
(
1 +O( 1
L
)+O(t2
L
)+O(e−cL)
)
, (10.31)
where c > 0 is some βi - and ri -dependent constant. The first exponential factor describes the 
leading behavior of the contribution in the 1st line of (10.30) and the second one that in the 2nd 
line. We infer that
elFt(ν)reg ≡ lim
L→∞
elFLt (ν)reg =
N∏((
eCβi sinh πtβi
)− ν˜2i r2i
8π2 e−
iν˜i Vi r2i t
4π
)
(10.32)
i=1
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elf (ν)reg ≡ lim
t→∞
1
t
ln elFt(ν)reg = −
N∑
i=1
(
ν˜2i r
2
i
8πβi + i
ν˜iVi r
2
i
4π
)
, (10.33)
reproducing the large deviations result (10.17) up to the ultraviolet regularization. Note that if 
follows from relation (10.31) that the same result is obtained for the limit of 1
t
ln elFLt (ν)reg
obtained by sending simultaneously , L and t to infinity in such a way that the ratios ln
t
and 
t
L
tend to zero. This specifies more precisely the region where the distribution of charge transfers 
takes the Gaussian large deviation form (10.18) described previously. The above analysis does 
not cover, however, the case (10.23) with t = 2L → ∞ which, although giving the same limit, is 
somewhat special. In particular, no ultraviolet regularization of is required for elFL2L(ν).
10.3. Heat transport
The protocol for the measurement of the thermal transfers is the same. It consists of preparing 
the system of wires of length L in the initial product state ωL0 = ⊗Ni=1 ωi,Lβi ,Vi and performing 
the measurements of the energies Hi(0) =H 0i and Hi(t) in the disconnected wires at two times 
in between which the wires were connected. Denoting the results, respectively, (e0i ) ≡ e0 and 
(ei) ≡ e, we encode the probability of the change of energies ei = ei − e0i in the characteristic 
function
thFLt (λ)=
∑
e
ei
∑
i λieiPt (e)= ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
λiHi(0)
e
i
∑
i
λiHi(t))
, (10.34)
the generating function of FCS for heat transfers. The change of energy of the wires connected 
between times 0 and t is
Hi(t)≡Hi(t)−Hi(0)=
t∫
0
d
ds Hi(s)ds =
t∫
0
ds
L∫
0
∂s(T

i (s, x)+ T ri (s, x))dx
=
t∫
0
ds
L∫
0
(∂xT

i (s, x)− ∂xT ri (s, x))dx = −
t∫
0
(T i (0, s)− T ri (s,0))ds, (10.35)
compare to (10.6). Moreover
T ri (s,0)= T ri (0,−s)= lim
→0
(
2π
r2i
J ri (0,−s + )J ri (0,−s)+ 14π2
)
= lim
→0
(
2π
r2i
∑
i′i′′
Sii′Sii′′J

i′(0, s − )J i′′(0, s)+ 14π2
)
= 1
r2i
∑
i′
(Sii′)
2r2i′T

i′ (0, s)+ 2πr2i
∑
i′ =i′′
Sii′J

i′(0, s)Sii′′J

i′′(0, s) (10.36)
so that
Hi(t)= − 1
r2i
t∫ (∑
i′
(
δii′ − (Sii′)2
)
r2i′T

i′ (0, s)0
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∑
i′ =i′′
Sii′J

i′(0, s)Sii′′J

i′′(0, s)
)
ds. (10.37)
Interpreting the latter operators as observables for disconnected wires, we have the commutation 
relation[
H 0j ,Hi(t)
]
= 2π i
r2i
t∫
0
((
δij − (Sij )2
)
∂s : (J j (0, s))2 : −2
∑
i′ =j
Sii′Sij J

i′(0, s)∂sJ

j (0, s)
)
ds
= 2π i
r2i
(
δij − (Sij )2
)( : (J j (0, t))2 : − : (J j (0,0))2 : )
− 4π i
r2i
∑
i′ =j
Sii′Sij
t∫
0
J i′(0, s)∂sJ

j (0, s)ds (10.38)
as a consequence of the identity[
H 0j , J

i (t, x)
] = −iδij ∂tJ i (t, x)= −iδij ∂xJ i (t, x). (10.39)
Note that [H 0j , Hi(t)] = 0 and the generating function (10.34) of FCS for heat transfers
thFLt (λ)= ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
λiH
0
i
e
i
∑
i
λi
(
H 0i +Hi(t)
))
= ωL0
(
e
i
∑
i
λiHi(t))
. (10.40)
This difference occurs even for t = 2L when the first term on the right hand side of (10.38)
vanishes, but not the second one.
We shall calculate explicitly thFLt (λ) for t = 2L which is easier than for general t . In this 
case,
H 0i +Hi(2L)= π2L
∑
i′,i′′
Oii′Oii′′
(
α˜0i α˜0i′ + 2
∑
n>0
α˜−2n,i α˜2n,i′
)
(10.41)
in terms of the modes, where O is the orthogonal matrix related to matrix S by (4.27). One easily 
checks that the above observables commute so that they may indeed be measured simultaneously 
in the disconnected wires. Let
A=
∑
i
λi
(
H 0i +Hi(2L)
) = π2L ∑
i,i′
(OλO)ii′
(
α˜0i α˜0i′ + 2
∑
n>0
α˜−2n,i α˜2n,i′
)
, (10.42)
where λ stands for the diagonal N × N matrix with entries λi . The contributions of the zero 
modes and of the excited modes to the expectation
ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
λiH
0
i
e
i
∑
i
λi
(
H 0i +Hi(2L)
))
=
trH
(
e
−∑
i
βi (H
0
i −VQ0i )
e
−i ∑
i
λiH
0
i
eiA
)
trH
(
e
− ∑
i
βi (H
0
i −VQ0i )) (10.43)
factorize. The first one has the form
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k∈ZN
e− πL (r−1k,βr−1k)+(βV ,k)− π iL (r−1k,Cr−1k)
∑
k∈ZN
e− πL (r−1k,βr−1k)+(βV ,k)
= det (I + iβ−1C)−1/2
×
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,(β+iC)−1rk)−iL(rβV ,(β+iC)−1rk)+ L4π (rβV ,(β+iC)−1rβV )
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,β−1rk)−iL(rβV ,β−1rk)+ L4π (rβV ,β−1rβV )
, (10.44)
where r and β stand for the diagonal matrices with entries (ri) and (βi), respectively,
C = λ−OλO (10.45)
is a symmetric N × N matrix, and V denotes the vector with components Vi . The right hand 
side of (10.44) was obtained by the Poisson resummation. As for the contribution of the excited 
modes, its calculation is given in Appendix B and results in∏
n>0
det
(
I + (I − e− π iL nλOe π iL nλO)(e πnL β − I)−1)−1 (10.46)
with a convergent infinite product. Gathering expressions (10.44) and (10.46), we obtain:
thFL2L(λ)= det
(
I + iβ−1C)−1/2
×
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,(β+iC)−1rk)−iL(rβV ,(β+iC)−1rk)+ L4π (rβV ,(β+iC)−1rβV )
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,β−1rk)−iL(rβV ,β−1rk)+ L4π (rβV ,β−1rβV )
×
∏
n>0
det
(
I + (I − e− π iL nλOe π iL nλO)(e πnL β − I)−1)−1. (10.47)
In the limit t = 2L → ∞,
1
2L
ln thFL2L(λ) −→
L→∞
1
8π
((
rβV , (β + iC)−1rβV ) − (rV , βrV ))
−
∞∫
0
ln det
(
I + (I − e−2π ixλOe2π ixλO)(e2πxβ − I)−1)dx
≡ thf (λ) (10.48)
for sufficiently small |λi | so the zero-mode contribution with k = 0 dominates.
If we calculated the right hand side of (10.40) for t = 2L instead of thFL2L(λ), the only change 
would be the replacement of matrix e− 2π iL nλOe− 2π iL nλO by e− 2π iL n(λ−OλO) in the last line of 
(10.47). In general, however, matrices λ and OλO do not commute if O has nondiagonal el-
ements. Such a modification would also kill the symmetry (B.28) of the contribution (10.46)
showed in Appendix B. The difference of resulting expressions would persist also in the L → ∞
limit of (10.48). This is at variance with what happens for simple boundary conditions with pure 
transmission studied in [19].
An explicit calculation of thFLt (λ) for t = 2L is also possible along the lines of Appendix B, 
using the expansion of H 0i +Hi(t) in terms of the modes and the corresponding determinan-
tal formula (B.15). We expect that the same large-deviations rate function (10.48) for energy 
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In particular, Ref. [19] developed a perturbative calculation for the generating function of heat 
transfers in the case of junctions with circular transmissions of the heat current and handled the 
large L limit for fixed t order by order in λ explaining subsequently how the large deviations for 
large t arise in this approach. The problem of ultraviolet regularization was also discussed in this 
setup. A similar strategy could be applied in our case leading to a perturbative analysis in terms 
of free-field-diagram sums resulting from the power-series expansion of the exact formula for 
thFLt (λ) based on Eq. (B.15). We leave such an analysis that requires some amount of technical 
work to the future.
10.4. FCS for charge and heat and fluctuation relations
The characteristic function of joint measurements of charge and heat transfers is defined as
FLt (ν,λ)=
∑
q,e
ei
∑
i
(
νiqi+λiei )Pt(q,e)
= ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
(νiQi(0)+λiHi(0))
e
i
∑
i
(νiQi(t)+λiHi(t))) (10.49)
For t = 2L, it can be easily computed since there is only a change in the contribution of the zero 
modes with respect to the calculation of Subsection 10.4. Indeed,
FL2L(ν,λ)= ωL0
(
e
−i ∑
i
(
ν˜iQ
0
i +λiH 0i
)
e
i
∑
i
λi
(
H 0i +Hi(2L)
))
(10.50)
so that the only effect is the change of V to V − iβ−1ν˜ in the numerators of (10.44). We infer 
that
FL2L(ν,λ)
= det (I + iβ−1C)−1/2
×
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,(β+iC)−1rk)−iL(r(βV−iν˜),(β+iC)−1rk)+ L4π (r(βV−iν˜),(β+iC)−1r(βV−iν˜))
∑
k∈ZN
e−πL(rk,β−1rk)−iL(rβV ,β−1rk)+ L4π (rβV ,β−1rβV )
×
∏
n>0
det
(
I + (I − e− π iL nλe π iL nOλO)(e πnL β − I)−1)−1 (10.51)
with
1
2L
lnFL2L(ν,λ) −→
L→∞
1
8π
((
r(βV − iν˜), (β + iC)−1r(βV − iν˜)) − (rV , βrV ))
−
∞∫
0
ln det
(
I + (I − e−2π ixλe2π ixOλO)(e2πxβ − I)−1)dx
≡ f (ν,λ). (10.52)
The large-deviations rate function (10.52) of FCS for charge and heat transfers satisfies the fluc-
tuation relation [2,12]
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that reflects the time-reversal invariance of the dynamics. The generating function (10.51) does 
not possess, however, the corresponding symmetry which arises only in the t = 2L → ∞ limit. 
Relation (10.53) is a consequence of the following matrix transformation properties under the 
change (ν, λ) 
−→ (−ν − iβV , −λ + iβ):
β + iC = β + iλ− iOλO 
−→ β + i(−λ+ iβ)− iO(λ+ iβ)O
=O(β + iC)O, (10.54)
r(βV − iν˜)= rβV − i(I −O)rν 
−→ rβV − i(I −O)r(−ν − iβV )
=O(r(βV − iν˜)) (10.55)
and of the symmetry (B.28) showed in Appendix B. That the same symmetry fails to hold for 
the generating function (10.51) follows from the fact that under the change (ν, λ) 
−→ (−ν −
iβV , −λ + iβ) the sum over vectors k ∈ ZN in the numerator of the middle line of (10.51) is 
transformed into the one over vectors r−1Ork that, in general, do not belong to ZN .
11. Comparison to Levitov–Lesovik formulae
In [29], L.S. Levitov and G.B. Lesovik obtained a closed formula for the FCS of charge trans-
fers between N free fermionic systems, as those of Section 2.2. Such systems are assumed to 
be initially in different equilibrium states and to interact subsequently during a period of time t . 
Their interaction is described by an N ×N unitary mode-dependent matrix St (p) accounting for 
the scattering between the fermions of different systems, see also [30]. The Levitov–Lesovik for-
mula for the generating function of charge FCS has the form of a product over the free fermionic 
modes of determinants:
t(ν) =
∏
p
det
(
I − f (p)+ f (p)e−is(p)νSt (p)†eis(p)νSt (p)
)
, (11.1)
where s(p) is the sign function representing the charge of modes, ν is the diagonal N ×N matrix 
of coefficients νi and f (p) that of Fermi functions fi(p) = (eβi((p)−s(p)Vi) + 1)−1, with (p)
representing the energy of modes. Upon taking the scattering matrix time and mode independent, 
St (p) = S, and the linear dispersion relation (p) = πL |p| as in Section 2.2, and upon aligning 
the time and the size of the system by setting t = 2L, the above generating function leads in the 
rate function
φ(ν)≡ lim
t=2L→∞
1
t
lnt(ν)= 12π
∞∫
0
ln
(
det
(
I − f+()+ f+()e−iνS†eiνS))d
+ 12π
∞∫
0
ln
(
det
(
I − f−()+ f−()eiνS†e−iνS))d,
(11.2)
where f±() are the diagonal matrices with entries f±i () = (eβi(∓Vi) + 1)−1. Note that this is 
a different expression than the rate function elf (ν) of (10.17) obtained in Section 10.1 which is 
quadratic in ν and V . For closer comparison, let us extract from (11.2) its leading quadratic con-
tribution describing the central-limit Gaussian distribution of charge transfers. In Appendix C, 
we show that
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θ→∞ θ
2φ(θ−1ν)
∣∣
β,θ−1V = − i2π
∑
i
Vi
(
νi −
∑
i′
|Si′i |2νi′
) + ∑
i
νi
2πβi
∑
i′
|Si′i |2νi′
−
∑
i
ν2i
4πβi −
∑
i
1
4πβi
∑
i′,i′′
|Si′i |2νi′ |Si′′i |2νi′′
+
∑
i
ln 2
2πβi
∑
i′,i′′
|Si′i |2νi′ |Si′′i |2νi′′ −
∑
i
ln 2
2πβi
∑
i′
|Si′i |2ν2i′
+ 12π
∑
i =i′
g(βi, βi′)
∑
j,j ′
S
†
ij νjSji′S
†
i′j ′νj ′Sj ′i , (11.3)
where g(βi, βi′) is given by the integral formula (C.10). The first two lines on the right hand side 
reproduce the rate function (10.17) for the compactification radii squared r2i = 2 that correspond 
to free fermions if we set Sii′ = |Sii′ |2. The last two lines represent terms not present in the 
rate function (10.17). Of course, in spite of similarities, the coupling between the free fermions 
realized by the junction of wires with matrix S describing the scattering of the currents at the 
junction is different than that assumed in the Levitov–Lesovik approach, so there is no a priori
reason for the two systems to lead to the same charge transport statistics. Note also that for 
arbitrary unitary matrix (Sii′) the matrix (|Sii′ |2) is not necessarily orthogonal.
In the particular case when all temperatures are equal βi = β for i = 1, . . . , N , the last line of 
(11.3) reduces to
2 ln 2−1
4πβ
(∑
i,/i′
∑
j.j ′
S
†
ij νjSji′S
†
i′j ′νj ′Sj ′i −
∑
i
∑
j,j ′
S
†
ij νjSjiS
†
ij ′νj ′Sj ′i
)
= 2 ln 2−14πβ
∑
i
(
ν2i −
∑
j,j ′
|Sji |2νj |Sj ′i |2νj ′
)
, (11.4)
if we use relation (C.12) and the unitarity of matrix S, and expression (11.3) reduces to
− 12π
∑
i
(iVi + β−1νi)
(
νi −
∑
i′
|Si′i |2νi′
) (11.5)
On the other hand, the rate function (10.17) becomes in this case equal to
elf (ν)= − 12π
∑
i
(iVi + β−1νi)
(
νi −
∑
i′
Si′iνi′
) (11.6)
upon using the orthogonality of matrix S =O . It follows that for equal temperatures,
elf (ν)= lim
θ→∞ θ
2φ(θ−1ν)
∣∣
β,θ−1V (11.7)
if we identify |Sij |2 = Sij , assuming that the latter identification leads to a matrix S with the 
desired properties. In that case, the fluctuations of charge transfers induced by different electric 
potentials at the same ambient temperature agree in the two setups on the level of the Gaussian 
central limit contributions. One should remark, however, that the scaling limit (11.3) removes 
from the Levitov–Lesovik rate function (11.2) the term linear in V and quadratic in ν that is re-
sponsible for the zero-temperature shot noise given by the Khlus–Lesovik–Büttiker formula [14].
There is another relation of the FCS statistics that we have obtained for the junction of wires 
and the Levitov–Lesovik type formulae, this time for the energy transfers. Indeed, the contribu-
tion (10.46) of the excited modes to the generating function thFL (λ) of energy FCS coincides 2L
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n = πnL and the interaction described by the scattering matrix S = O . The bosonic version of 
the Levitov–Lesovik formula was obtained in [28]. Its proof in that reference provides a more 
direct way to calculate the excited modes contribution to thFL2L(λ) than the one followed in Ap-
pendix B. Unlike the proof of [28], however, our calculation may be extended to the case of 
thFLt (λ) for general t in which case matrices (Ani,n′i′) in formula (B.1) do not vanish.
12. Examples
12.1. Case N = 2
In the case of two wires, the dimension M of the brane should be 1 for an interesting junction, 
since M = 2 leads to a disconnected junction with S = I and M = 0 gives S = −I , which does 
not conserve the total charge. For M = 1, let κ = (a, b) and the compactification radii be r21
and r22 . The injectivity of κ requires a ∧ b = 1, and the conservation of charge in ensured for 
a = b = 1. Forgetting this last requirement for a while, the S-matrix takes the form
S = 1
r21a
2 + r22b2
(
r21a
2 − r22b2 2r21ab
2r22ab r
2
2b
2 − r21a2
)
. (12.1)
Two simple but interesting cases arise here. The first one will require the charge conservation 
(a = b = 1) but will keep general radii of compactification for each wire, and the second one 
will relax the charge conservation for the equal radii r1 = r2 = r . In the second case, we shall 
consider only the heat transport.
General radii, charge conserved. Here
S = 1
r21 + r22
(
r21 − r22 2r21
2r22 r
2
2 − r21
)
, O = 1
r21 + r22
(
r21 − r22 2r1r2
2r1r2 r22 − r21
)
, (12.2)
see (4.29). Note that in the particular case r1 = r2,
S =O =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(12.3)
corresponding to the fully transmitting junction. For general radii, one obtains from Eqs. (9.13)
and (9.20) for the mean electric and thermal currents in the nonequilibrium stationary state the 
expressions
ωneq(J
1
1 (t, x))= −ωneq(J 12 (t, x))=
r21 r
2
2
r21 + r22
V2 − V1
2π
(12.4)
ωneq(K
1
1 (t, x))= −ωneq(K12 (t, x))
= r
2
1 r
2
2
(r21 + r22 )2
(V2 − V1
2π
(r21V1 + r22V2)+
π
3
( 1
β22
− 1
β21
))
(12.5)
implying for the electric and thermal conductance the formulae
elG= 1
2π
r21 r
2
2
r2 + r2
(−1 1
1 −1
)
, Gth = 2π
3β
r21 r
2
2
(r2 + r2)2
(−1 1
1 −1
)
. (12.6)1 2 1 2
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Hence, in mean, (with our convention) the electric current flows through the junction from the 
wire at higher potential to the one at the lower one and, when the potentials are equal, the energy 
current flows from the wire at higher temperature to the one at lower temperature, although the 
latter direction may be reversed by putting the lower-temperature wire in sufficiently high electric 
potential. The large deviation rate function associated to charge only is
elf (ν)= − 1
2π
r21 r
2
2
(r21 + r22 )2
( r22
β1
+ r
2
1
β2
)
ν2 + i
2π
r21 r
2
2
r21 + r22
(V2 − V1)ν, (12.7)
where ν = ν1 −ν2, see Eq. (10.17). In the special case r1 = r2 = r of a fully transmitting junction
elf (ν)= − r
2
8π
( 1
β1
+ 1
β2
)
ν2 + ir
2
4π
(V2 − V1)ν (12.8)
which is compatible3 with Eq. (86) of [11]. The quadratic dependence of elf (ν) on ν implies that 
for large time the charge transfers per unit time become Gaussian random variables with mean 
and covariance equal to〈
q1
t
〉
= −
〈
q2
t
〉
= r
2
1 r
2
2
r21 + r22
V2 − V1
2π
,
C = 1
πt
r21 r
2
2
(r21 + r22 )2
( r22
β1
+ r
2
1
β2
)( 1 −1
−1 1
)
. (12.9)
To illustrate the latter formulae, we trace in Fig. 4 the dependence of 2π
r21 t
〈q1〉 and of πt
r21
C11 on 
ρ = r2
r1
for few values of potential difference and temperatures.
The large deviation rate function associated to energy only is
thf (λ)= − r
2
1 r
2
2
2π
(r21β1V
2
1 + r22β2V 22 )λ2 + iβ1β2(V1 − V2)(r21V1 + r22V2)λ
4r21 r
2
2λ
2 + 4ir21 r22 (β2 − β1)λ+ β1β2(r21 + r22 )2
−
∞∫
0
ln
(
1+e−2πx(β1+β2))−(O11)2(e−2πxβ1+e−2πxβ2 )−(O12)2(e−2πx(β1+iλ)+e−2πx(β2−iλ))(
1−e−2πxβ1 )(1−e−2πxβ2 ) dx (12.10)
for λ ≡ λ1 − λ2, see Eq. (10.48). For a fully transmitting junction with r1 = r2 = r , the integral 
becomes computable, resulting in the expression
3 Ref. [11] uses a different normalization of the U(1)-charges so νi and Vi there are rescaled by r2π relative to the ones 
used here.
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thf (λ)= − r
2
8π
(β1V
2
1 + β2V 22 )λ2 + iβ1β2(V 21 − V 22 )λ
(β1 + iλ)(β2 − iλ)
+ π
12
( 1
β1 + iλ −
1
β1
+ 1
β2 − iλ −
1
β2
)
(12.11)
which agrees with Eq. (90) of [11] taken at ν = 0. Let us look more closely at the analytic 
continuation thf (−iλ) ≡ f (λ) of the rate function (12.10) for V1 = V2 = 0. f (λ) is finite for 
−β1 < λ < β2 and symmetric around 12(β2 − β1). Outside that interval, f (λ) diverges to +∞.
Fig. 5 presents the graph of f (λ) and of its Legendre transform
I (x)= max
λ∈]−β1,β2[
{λx − f (λ)} (12.12)
for β1 = 1, β2 = 5 and ρ = r2r1 = 1, 2, 3. The change with increasing ρ is clearly visible. In 
the limit ρ → ∞, function f (λ) vanishes in the interval ]−β1, β2[ and stays infinite outside of 
it. The large deviations rate function I (x) is that of the probability distribution of the energy 
change in the first wire per unit time H1(t)/t . I (x) has linear asymptotes with the slopes 
−β1 and β2 on the left and on the right, respectively, indicating the exponential decay of the 
distribution function of H1(t)/t arising at long times, with the rate linearly growing with time. 
Fig. 6 zooms on the central region of I (x) around x = 0 and, for illustrative purpose, presents 
the graphs of normalized distribution functions ∝ exp[−I (x)]. The influence of ρ on f ′(0) and 
f ′′(0) representing the long-time mean of H1(t) and of its variance, both divided by t , is 
depicted in Fig. 7. The mean and the variance per unit time represent, respectively, the mean heat 
current and the thermal noise in the first wire. The increase of ρ ≥ 1 increases the absolute value 
of the current and decreases the noise. Both exhibit the ρ 
→ 1/ρ symmetry implying that they 
are least sensitive to the change of ρ around ρ = 1. The influence of the temperature on the rate 
function f (λ), its Legendre transform I (x), and on the probability distribution ∝ exp[−I (x)] is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. The asymmetry of the curves increases when the temperature of the second 
wire is lowered below that of the first wire.
Same radii, charge not conserved. The interest in this case is due to the fact that it corresponds 
to a reflecting and transmitting junction for wires of the same type. Indeed, for r1 = r2 = r but 
a = b,
S =O = 11+α2
(
1 − α2 2α
2α α2 − 1
)
for α = b
a
. (12.13)
Since charge is not conserved when α = 1, we focus on the energy transport only, and set V1 =
V2 = 0. Then
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Fig. 7. Influence of ρ on the mean and the variance of H1(t).
Fig. 8. Large deviations rate function f (λ), its Legendre transform I (x), and probability density ∝ exp[−I (x)] for 
different β2 (N = 2, β1 = 1, r2 = 2r1, and V1 = V2 = 0).
ωneq(K
1
1 (t, x))= −ωneq(K12 (t, x))= π12 (S12)2
( 1
β22
− 1
β21
)
, (12.14)
thG= 2π
3
( α
1 + α2
)2 (−1 1
1 −1
)
(12.15)
and the large deviation function for energy transfer is, with λ = λ1 − λ2,
thf (λ)= −
∞∫
0
ln 1−e
−2πxβ1 (1−S212(1−e−2π ixλ))−e−2πxβ2 (1−S212(1−e2π ixλ))+e−2πx(β1+β2)
(1−e−2πxβ1 )(1−e−2πxβ2 ) dx, (12.16)
which is illustrated in Fig. 9. The above expression simplifies for α = 1 when S12 = 1, reducing 
again to the relation (12.11) for fully transmitting junction.
12.2. Case M = 1
The case M = 1 with the total charge conservation corresponds to the brane B∼=U(1) diago-
nally embedded into U(1)N so that
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κ = (1, . . . ,1) (12.17)
leading to the S-matrix
Sij = −ρiδij + τi(1 − δij ) (12.18)
where
ρi = −r
2
i +
∑
k =i r2k∑
k r
2
k
, τi = 2r
2
j∑
k r
2
k
(12.19)
are the reflection and transmission coefficients. For the equal radii ri = r ,
ρi = ρ = N−2N , τi = τ = 2N (12.20)
leading to a simple nontrivial S-matrix
Sij = −ρδij + τ(1 − δij ) (12.21)
that was already considered in [36], see also [9].
Application to 3 wires. We consider the simplest case with the same radii of compactification. 
Here we have ρ = 1/3 and τ = 2/3 and the S-matrix is
S = 1
3
(−1 2 2
2 −1 2
2 2 −1
)
(12.22)
The charge and energy currents are
ωneq(J
L
1 )= r
2τ
4π (V2 + V3 − V1)
ωneq(K
L
1 )= r
2τ 2
8π (V2 + V3 − 2V1)(V1 + V2 + V3)+ πτ
2
12
( 1
β22
+ 1
β23
− 2
β21
) (12.23)
and similarly on the other wires, cyclicly permuting the indices. For the electric and thermal 
conductance, this gives:
elG= r2τ4π
(−1 1 1
1 −1 1
1 1 −1
)
, thG= πτ 26
(−2 1 1
1 −2 1
1 1 −2
)
. (12.24)
The large deviation function for the FCS of charge transfers is
elf (ν)= r2τ 2
(
(2ν1−ν2−ν3)2 + cycl.
)
+ i r2τ
(
V1(2ν1 − ν2 − ν3) + cycl.
)
, (12.25)8π β1 4π
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where “cycl.” stands for terms obtained by cyclic permutation of the indices. The large deviation 
function for the FCS of energy transfers for Vi = 0 is:
thf (λ)= −
∞∫
0
ln N(x,λ)
D(x)
dx (12.26)
where
N(x,λ)= 1 − e−2πx(β1+β2+β3) + ρ2(e−2πx(β1+β2) + cycl.) − ρ2(e−2πxβ1 + cycl.)
+ τ 2
(
e−2πx(β1+β2)
(
e−2π ix(λ2−λ3) + e−2π ix(λ1−λ3)) + cycl.)
− τ 2
(
e−2πxβ1
(
e−2π ix(λ1−λ2) + e−2π ix(λ1−λ3)) + cycl.),
D(x)= (1 − e−2πxβ1)(1 − e−2πxβ2)(1 − e−2πxβ3). (12.27)
Upon the analytic continuation, thf (−iλ) ≡ f (λ12, λ13) for λ12 = λ1 − λ2 and λ13 = λ1 − λ3
which is finite only in the region
−β1 < λ12 < β2, −β1 < λ13 < β3, −β2 < λ13 − λ12 < β3. (12.28)
Function f is plotted in Fig. 10 for (β1, β2, β3) = (1, 1, 1) (the equilibrium case) and 
(β1, β2, β3) = (1, 2, 3) in the coordinate system with axes at 120◦ so that the counter-clockwise 
rotation of the graph by 120◦ corresponds to the cyclic permutation (λ1, λ2, λ3) 
→ (λ3, λ1, λ2). 
In equilibrium, f is symmetric under such a transformation but out of equilibrium, the above Z3
symmetry is broken to a degree that may be used as a measure of distance from equilibrium.
The Legendre transform of thf (−iλ) is infinite out of the plane x1 + x2 + x3 = 0 and on that 
plane, it may be regarded as a function
I (x12, x13)= max
λ12,λ13
{ 1
3 (2x12λ12 − x12λ13 − x13λ12 + 2x13λ13)− f (λ12, λ13)
}
. (12.29)
Fig. 11 presents the plot of I (x12, x13) for the equilibrium and nonequilibrium choice of temper-
atures. The level lines of I are equally spaced in various direction far from the origin, indicating 
the asymptotic linear increase of the function. The similar breaking of Z3 symmetry as for f may 
be observed. Finally, Fig. 12 plots for illustration the probability densities ∝ exp[−I (x12, x13)]. 
Note that most mass of the distribution is in the negative quadrant indicating the heat transfer 
from the hotter 1st and the 2nd wires to the colder 3rd one.
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13. Conclusions
We have studied a model of a junction of N quantum wires. The Luttinger liquids in the bulk 
of the wires were represented by a toroidal compactification of the N -component massless free 
bosonic field, with the junction modeled by a simple boundary condition restricting the values of 
the compactified field to a brane B forming a subgroup isomorphic to U(1)M of the target torus 
U(1)N . The brane B was assumed to be invariant under the diagonal multiplication by phases 
in order to assure the global U(1) invariance and the conservation of the total electric charge. 
We constructed the theory on the classical and the quantum level and showed that the boundary 
condition at the junction leads to a linear relation between the right-moving and the left-moving 
components of the electric currents in different wires. Such a relation describes the scattering by 
the junction of charges carrying the current. The equilibrium state of the system of connected 
wires of length L kept at inverse temperature β and in electric potential V was discussed in 
the functional-integral language and in the open-string and closed-string operator formalism, the 
latter being well suited to describe the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. We obtained the exact 
solution for the equilibrium current correlation functions both for wires of finite length L and for 
L = ∞. In the latter case, the resulting theory provides a special case of the system studied in [32]
and we adapted from that paper the construction of a stationary nonequilibrium state (NESS) in 
which the wires are kept at different temperatures and electric potentials. Following the lines of 
[10,11], it was shown that such a state is attained at long times if we prepare disjoint semi-infinite 
wires in equilibrium states at different temperatures and potentials and then connect them by 
the junction and let the dynamics operate. This is a particular realization of the scenario for 
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NESS close to equilibrium, we extracted formulae for the electric and thermal conductance of 
the junction.
The main result of this paper has been the calculation of the full counting statistics (FCS) 
for charge and heat transfers through the junction and the analysis of its large deviations asymp-
totics at long transfer times in the presence of both transmission and reflection of the conserved 
charges. This was done first for charge, then for heat, and finally, jointly for both. We confirmed 
by an exact calculation that the large deviations regime of the charge FCS for a junction of semi-
infinite wires may be obtained from a large class of limiting procedures sending to infinity the 
length of the wires as well as the transfer time. The computation of FCS for heat transfers was 
explicitly done only aligning the length of the wires and the time of the transfer, although we 
developed tools for performing the general calculation. We expect that the result for the large 
deviations regime of the FCS for heat transfers obtained in the explicitly treated case applies as 
well to the situation when the length of the wires is sent to infinity faster than the evolution time. 
The expressions obtained for the large deviations rate functions of FCS were compared with 
the ones given by the Levitov–Lesovik formulae. For the charge transfers, we showed that our 
results for the junctions under consideration differ from the Levitov–Lesovik formula for free 
fermions, although, for the vanishing Luttinger couplings, some similarity could be observed in 
the quadratic part of the rate functions that describes the central-limit asymptotics. For the energy 
transfers through the junction, the part of the FCS that was contributed by the excited bosonic 
Fock-space modes appeared to coincide with the bosonic Levitov–Lesovik-type formula for FCS 
obtained in [28].
The simple class of conformal boundary defects considered in the present paper has been 
chosen for illustrative purpose rather than from phenomenological considerations. The latter 
might require introducing a larger family of boundary defects. The simplest extension of the 
class considered here would include conformal boundary defects with displaced branes g0B
for g0 ∈ U(1)N or/and the ones with added Wilson lines (w.r.t. a constant gauge field on B). 
Such boundary defects could be dealt with by the same technique. More complicated conformal 
boundary defects would require more powerful boundary CFT techniques for calculation. For 
the case of vanishing Luttinger couplings, one could use the nonabelian bosonization [48,6] that 
comes with a class of conformal boundary defects with nonabelian symmetries. Some partial 
results in this direction have been already obtained [23]. The other physically relevant question, 
not disjoint from the previous one, is the stability of the boundary defects in the renormalization 
group sense. This problem was addressed for some simple cases of junctions in [36,34,35]. It 
can be also studied with the boundary CFT techniques. We have considered only equilibrium 
and nonequilibrium states for non-zero electric potentials but for vanishing chemical potential. 
The extension of the analysis to non-zero chemical potentials can again be performed with some 
slight complications, see [32] for the discussion of the NESS. Finally, similar approach may 
be applied to the more complicated nets of junctions. We postpone a discussion of the above 
questions to the future research.
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Here we shall calculate directly the quantity
ωLβ,V
(
e
−iν
t∫
0
J (0,s)ds)
(A.1)
for one wire of length L > t with the Neumann boundary conditions. In this case,
J (0, s)= r4L
∑
n∈Z
α˜2ne
− π ins
L (A.2)
for α˜2n = rα2n and
t∫
0
J (0, s)ds = ir4π
∑
n=0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e−
π int
L − 1) + rt4Lα˜0 = r24π (ϕ(0, t)− ϕ(0,0)), (A.3)
where the chiral field ϕ is given by (2.21). We shall reorder the exponential of that operator 
writing
e
−iν
t∫
0
J (0,s)ds
= e−i νrt4L α˜0e
νr
4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
× e
− ν2r2
16π2
∑
n>0
1
n
(
2−e π intL −e− π intL )
= e−i νrt4L α˜0e
νr
4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
× (4 sin2( πt2L))− ν2r216π2 e− ν
2r2
8π2
∑
n>0
1
n
. (A.4)
Note that the last factor, that may be interpreted as providing the Wick ordering of the left-moving 
vertex operators e−i νr
2
4π ϕ
(0,t) and ei
νr2
4π ϕ
(0,0)
, is ultraviolet singular. We shall replace it by its 
regularized version
e
− ν2r28π2
∑
n<L
1
n ≡ e−
ν2r2
8π2 CL (A.5)
where  is the ultraviolet cutoff. This leads to the definition:
(
e
−iν
t∫
0
J (0,s)ds)
reg
= e−i νrt4L α˜0e
νr
4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
× (4 sin2( πt2L))− ν2r216π2 e−
ν2r2
8π2
∑
n<L
1
n
. (A.6)
The commutation relation
[
e
± νr4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
, α˜−2m
]
= ± νr2π
(
e−
π imt
L − 1)e± νr4π ∑n>0 1n α˜2n(e− π intL −1), (A.7)
implies that
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± νr4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
(α˜−2m)p|0〉
=
p∑
k=0
(±1)k(p
k
)(
νr
2π
(
e−
π imt
L − 1))k(α˜−2m)p−k|0〉. (A.8)
Hence
〈
0
∣∣(α˜2m)pe νr4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
(α˜−2m)p
∣∣0〉
p!(2m)p
= 1
p!(2m)p
p∑
k=0
(−1)k(p
k
)2( ν2r2
4π2
∣∣e− π imtL − 1∣∣2)k(p − k)!(2m)p−k
=
p∑
k=0
(−1)k(p
k
) 1
k!(2m)k
(
ν2r2
π2
sin2(πmt2L )
)k
. (A.9)
The orthonormal basis of the Fock space Fe is given by the vectors
∞∏
m=1
(α˜−2m)pm√
pm!(2m)pm
∣∣0〉 (A.10)
with all but a finite number of pm = 0, 1, . . . equal to zero. Such vectors are eigenvectors of the 
Hamiltonian H 0 with eigenvalues π2L
( ∞∑
m=1
2mpm − 18
)
and are annihilated by Q0. Hence
trFe e
−β(H 0−VQ0)e
νr
4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
= e πβ16L
∞∏
m=1
( ∞∑
p=1
e−
πβ
L
pm
p∑
k=0
(−1)k(p
k
) 1
k!(2m)k
(
ν2r2
π2
sin2(πmt2L )
)k)
= e πβ16L
∞∏
m=1
( ∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
(k!)2(2m)k
(
ν2r2
π2
sin2(πmt2L )
)k ∞∑
p=k
p(p − 1) · · · (p − k + 1)e− πβL pm
)
.
(A.11)
Since by a straightforward calculation
∞∑
p=k
p(p − 1) · · · (p − k + 1)zp = k!zk
(1−z)k+1 (A.12)
for |z| < 1, we infer that
trFe e
−β(H 0−VQ0)e
νr
4π
∑
n<0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
e
νr
4π
∑
n>0
1
n
α˜2n
(
e
− π int
L −1)
= e πβ16L
∞∏
m=1
( ∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!(2m)k
(
ν2r2
π2
sin2(πmt2L )
)k e− πβL mk
(1−e− πβL m)k+1
)
= e πβ16L
∞∏ (
exp
[
− ν2r22π2m sin2(πmt2L ) e
− πβ
L
m
1−e− πβL m
]) ∞∏
1
1−e− πβL m
. (A.13)m=1 m=1
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that α˜0|k〉 = 2r−1|k〉 is
trH0 e
−β(H 0−VQ0)e−iν
rt
4L α˜0 =
∑
q∈Z
e
− πβ
Lr2
k2+βV k−iν t2L k. (A.14)
Multiplying those two traces and the factor of the last line of (A.6) and dividing them by the 
partition function, we obtain the expression
ωLβ,V
((
e
−iν
t∫
0
J (0,s)ds)
reg
)
= (4 sin2( πt2L))− ν2r216π2 e−
ν2r2
8π2
∑
n<L
1
n
∑
k∈Z
e
− πβ
Lr2
k2+βV k−iν t2L k
∑
k∈Z
e
− πβ
Lr2
k2+βV k
×
∞∏
m=1
(
exp
[
− ν2r22π2m sin2(πmt2L ) e
− πβ
L
m
1−e− πβL m
])
. (A.15)
By Eq. (16.30.1) of [5],
4
∞∑
m=1
1
m
sin2(πmt2L )
e
− πβ
L
m
1−e− πβL m
= ln πθ1(
iβ
2L ; t2L )
sin( πt2L )∂zθ1(
iβ
2L ;0)
, (A.16)
where we use the definition
θ1(τ ; z)=
∑
n∈Z
eπ iτ(n+
1
2 )
2+2πi(n+ 12 )(z+ 12 ) (A.17)
for the first of the Jacobi theta-functions. Hence (A.15) may be rewritten in the form
ωLβ,V
((
e
−iν
t∫
0
J (0,s)ds)
reg
)
= exp
[
− ν2r28π2
( ∑
n<L
1
n
+ ln 2πθ1(
iβ
2L ; t2L )
∂zθ1(
iβ
2L ;0)
)]
×
∑
k∈Z
e
− πβ
Lr2
k2+βV k−iν t2L k
∑
k∈Z
e
− πβ
Lr2
k2+βV k (A.18)
The substitution of the above relation to the (ultraviolet regularized version of) (10.8) results in 
the identity (10.25).
Appendix B
Let us consider a quadratic selfadjoint operator
A=
N∑
i,i′=1
∞∑
n,n′=1
( 1
2Ani,n′i′a
†
nia
†
n′i′ +Bni,n′i′a†nian′i′ + 12Ani,n′i′anian′i′
) (B.1)
acting in the Fock space F of the vacuum representation of the canonical commutation relations 
(CCR)
[ani, an′i′ ] = 0 = [a† , a†′ ′ ], [ani, a†′ ′ ] = δii′δn,−n′ (B.2)ni n i n i
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An′i′,ni and Bni,n′i′ = Bn′i′,ni . Note the commutation relations[
A,
(
a
†
ni
ani
)]
=
∑
i′
∑
n′>0
(
Bin,i′n′ Ain,i′n′
−Ain,i′n′ −Bin,i′n′
)(
a
†
n′i′
an′i′
)
. (B.3)
The exponentiation of the above relation gives
eiA
(
a
†
ni
ani
)
e−iA =
∑
i′
∑
n′>0
(
Pin,i′n′ Qin,i′n′
Qin,i′n′ Pin,i′n′
)(
a
†
n′i′
an′i′
)
, (B.4)
where, in the language of infinite matrices,(
P Q
Q P
)
= exp
(
B A
−A −B
)
. (B.5)
One of the results of the theory of the Bogoliubov transformations associated to the quadratic 
Hamiltonians A is the formula〈
0
∣∣eiA∣∣0〉 = det (eiBP )−1/2 (B.6)
holding under conditions that guarantee the finiteness of the left and right hand sides which will 
be satisfied in the cases of interest for us, see e.g. [17].
We shall need a generalization of that formula to the expectations of operator eiA in certain 
mixed states. Consider such a state ωρ corresponding to the density matrix
ρ = 1
Z
e
−
N∑
i=1
∞∑
n=1
nia
†
niani
, (B.7)
with in > 0 diverging sufficiently fast when n → ∞ and the normalization factor
Z =
N∏
i=1
∞∏
n=1
(1 − e−ni )−1. (B.8)
We would like to calculate the expectation value ωρ
(
eiA
)
. To this end, we may use the Araki–
Woods representation [3] of the CCR acting in the double Fock space F ⊗ F and given by the 
formula(
a
†
ni
ani
)

−→
(
aˆ
†
ni
aˆni
)
=
(√
1 + bni(a1ni)† +
√
bnia
2
ni√
1 + bnia1ni +
√
bni(a
2
ni)
†
)
, (B.9)
where
bni = 1
eni − 1 , a
1
ni = ani ⊗ I, a2ni = I ⊗ ani . (B.10)
The Araki–Woods representation has the property that the matrix element on the vacuum |0, 0〉 =
|0〉 ⊗ |0〉 of a CCR observables taken in that representation reproduces their ωρ expectations. In 
particular
ωρ
(
eiA
) = trF (ρeiA) = 〈0,0∣∣eiAˆ∣∣0,0〉, (B.11)
where
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N∑
i=1
∞∑
n=1
( 1
2Ani,n′i′ aˆ
†
ni aˆ
†
n′i′ +Bni,n′i′ aˆ†ni aˆni + 12Ani,n′i′ aˆni aˆn′i′
)
=
2∑
σ,σ ′=1
N∑
i=1
∞∑
n=1
( 1
2 Aˆ
σ,σ ′
ni,n′i′(aˆ
σ
ni)
†(aˆσ
′
n′i′)
† + Bˆσ,σ ′
ni,n′i′(aˆ
σ
ni)
†aˆσ
′
n′i′ + 12 Aˆσ,σ
′
ni,n′i′ aˆ
σ
ni aˆ
σ ′
n′i′
)
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
n=1
Bni,nibni, (B.12)
with (
Aˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Aˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Aˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Aˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
=
(
Ani,n′i′
√
(1 + bni)(1 + bn′i′) Bni,n′i′
√
(1 + bni)bn′i′
Bni,n′i′
√
bni(1 + bn′i′) Ani,n′i′√bnibn′i′
)
,
(
Bˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Bˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Bˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Bˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
=
(
Bni,n′i′
√
(1 + bni)(1 + bn′i′) Ani,n′1′
√
(1 + bni)bn′i′
Ani,n′1′
√
bni(1 + bn′i′) Bni,n′i′√bnibn′i′
)
. (B.13)
Denoting
exp
[
i
(
Bˆ Aˆ
−Aˆ −Bˆ
)]
≡
(
Pˆ Qˆ
Qˆ Pˆ
)
, (B.14)
we infer from the previous result (B.6) that
ωρ
(
eiA
) = ei ∑i,n Bin,inbni det (eiBˆ Pˆ )−1/2. (B.15)
The above calculation can be applied to the operator A corresponding to the excited modes 
part of 
∑
i
λi
(
H 0i +Hi(t)
)
for any time t , but we shall limit ourselves to the simpler instance 
when t = 2L. In that case
A= π
L
∑
i,i′
(OλO)ii′
∞∑
n=1
α˜(−2n)i α˜(2n)i′ , (B.16)
see (10.42), with the identification
α˜(2n)i
(2n)1/2 ≡ ani,
α˜(−2n)i
(2n)1/2 ≡ a†ni, (B.17)
so that
Ani,n′i′ = 0, Bni,n′i′ = 2πL (OλO)ii′nδnn′ . (B.18)
For the density matrix, we shall take
ρ = 1
Zβ
e
− π2L
∑
i
βi
∑
n>0
α˜(−2n)i α˜(2n)i (B.19)
so that the state ωρ coincides with ωL0 on the algebra generated by the excited modes. The 
normalization
Zβ =
∏
i,n>0
(1 − e− πnβiL )−1. (B.20)
In this case bni = (e πL nβi − 1)−1. It follows that
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Aˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Aˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Aˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Aˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
= π
L
nδnn′
(
0 (OλO)ii′
√
(1 + bni)bni′
(OλO)ii′
√
bni(1 + bni′) 0
)
,
(
Bˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Bˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Bˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Bˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
= π
L
nδnn′
(
(OλO)ii′
√
(1 + bni)(1 + bni′) 0
0 (OλO)ii′
√
bnibni′
)
.
(B.21)
A little of straightforward algebra shows that(
Pˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Pˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Pˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Pˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
= δnn′δii′
(
1 0
0 1
)
+ δnn′
((
Oe− π iL nλO − I)
ii′
√
(1 + bni)(1 + bni′) 0
0 −(Oe π iL nλO − I)
ii′
√
bnibni′
)
,
(
Qˆ
1,1
ni,n′i′ Qˆ
1,2
ni,n′i′
Qˆ
2,1
ni,n′i′ Qˆ
2,2
ni,n′i′
)
= δnn′
(
0
(
Oe− π iL nλO − I)
ii′
√
(1 + bni)bni′
−(Oe π iL nλO − I)
ii′
√
bni(1 + bni′) 0
)
.
(B.22)
Hence, denoting by bn the diagonal N ×N matrix with entries bni , we obtain
det
(
Pˆn,n
)−1/2
=
(
det
(
I + (Oe− π iL nλO − I)(I + bn))det(I − (Oe π iL nλO − I)bn))−1/2
=
(
det
(
Oe−
π i
L
nλO
)
det
(
I + (I −Oe π iL nλO)bn)2)−1/2
= e
π i
2Ln
∑
i
λi
det
(
I + (I −Oe π iL nλO)bn)−1. (B.23)
On the other hand,
e
i
∑
i
Bni,nibni
det
(
eiBˆn,n
)−1/2 = e π iL n∑i (OλO)iibni− π i2Ln∑i (OλO)ii (1+2bni ) = e− π i2Ln∑i λi . (B.24)
We infer then from (B.15) that
trF
(
ρeiA
)
=
∞∏
n=1
det
(
I + (I −Oe π iL nλO)(e πL nβ − I)−1)−1. (B.25)
What we have to compute, however, is the contribution of the excited modes to (10.43) which is 
equal to
1
Zβ
tr
(
e
− π2L
∑
i
(βi+iλi) ∑
n>0
α(−2n)i α˜(2n)i
eiA
)
. (B.26)
This is clearly obtained by multiplying (B.25) by Zβ , shifting β to β + iλ in the result, and 
re-dividing it by Zβ , which gives
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n=1
(
det
(
I−e− πL nβ )
det
(
I−e− πL n(β+iλ)) det
(
I + (I −Oe π iL nλO)(e πL n(β+iλ) − I)−1)−1)
=
∞∏
n=1
det
(
I + (I − e− π iL nλOe π iL nλO)(e πL nβ − I )−1)−1, (B.27)
i.e. the result (10.46). Note that the last expression is invariant under the change of λ to −λ + iβ . 
Indeed,
det
(
I + (I − e− π iL n(−λ+iβ)Oe π iL n(−λ+iβ)O)(e πnL β − I)−1)−1
= det
(
e
π
L
nβ
)−1
det
(
I−e π iL nλOe πiL n(−λ+iβ)O
)−1
det
(
e
π
L
nβ−1
)−1 = det
(
e
π
L
nβ
)−1
det
(
I−Oe π iL nλOe πiL n(−λ+iβ)
)−1
det
(
e
π
L
nβ−1
)−1
= det
(
e
π
L
nβ−Oe π iL nλOe− πiL nλ
)−1
det
(
e
π
L
nβ−1
)−1 = det
(
e
π
L
nβ−e− πiL nλOe π iL nλO
)−1
det
(
e
π
L
nβ−1
)−1
= det
(
I + (I − e− π iL nλOe π iL nλO)(e πL nβ − I )−1)−1. (B.28)
Appendix C
We compute here the scaling limit
lim
θ→∞ θ
2φ(θ−1ν)
∣∣
β,θ−1V , (C.1)
where the rate function φ(θ−1ν) is given by relation (11.2). The logarithms of determinants on 
the right hand side of (11.2) will be computed by expanding:
ln
(
det(1 +A±)
) = ∞∑
n=1
(−1)n−1 1
n
tr(An±), (C.2)
for N ×N matrices
A± = f±()
∣∣
β,θ−1V
(
e∓iθ−1νS†e±iθ−1νS− I)
= f±()∣∣
β,θ−1V
(±iθ−1B + θ−2D +O(θ−3)) (C.3)
with
B = S†νS− ν, D = νS†νS− 12S†ν2S− 12ν2. (C.4)
Only the first two terms of that expansion will contribute to the scaling limit (C.1). The integra-
tion over  is reduced to the terms
∞∫
0
(1 + eβi(∓θ−1Vi))−1d = 1
βi
ln
(
1 + e±βiθ−1Vi ) = 1
βi
(
ln 2 ± 12βiθ−1Vi +O(θ−2)
) (C.5)
so that
∞∫
tr(A±)d =
∑
i
(
± i ln 2
θβi
Bii + ln 2θ2βi Dii +
1
2
iVi
θ2
Bii
)
+O(θ−3). (C.6)0
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∞∫
0
(
tr(A+)+ tr(A−)
)
d =
∑
i
(
2 ln 2
θ2βi
Dii + iViθ2 Bii
)
+O(θ−3). (C.7)
Using formulae (C.4), we finally get:
lim
θ→∞ θ
2
∞∫
0
(
tr(A+)+ tr(A−)
)
d
= 2 ln 2
∑
i
β−1i
(
νi
∑
i′
|Si′i |2νi′ − 12
∑
i′
|Si′i |2ν2i′ − 12ν2i
)
+ i
∑
i
Vi
(
νi −
∑
i′
|Si′i |2νi′
)
. (C.8)
The other non-vanishing terms in the scaling limit (C.1) come from
∞∫
0
tr(A2±)d = −θ−2
∑
i.i′
Bii′Bi′ig(βi, βi′), (C.9)
where
g(βi, βi′)=
∞∫
0
1
(1+eβi  )(1+eβi′  )d. (C.10)
The distinction between the contributions for different signs disappears at this order so that
lim
θ→∞ θ
2
∞∫
0
(− 12 tr(A2+)− 12 tr(A2−))d = ∑
i.i′
Bii′Bi′ig(βi, βi′). (C.11)
For i = i′,
g(βi, βi)= 2 ln 2−12βi (C.12)
and
B2ii =
∑
j,j ′
|Sji |2νj |Sj ′i |2νj ′ − 2νi
∑
j
|Sji |2νj + ν2i . (C.13)
On the other hand, for i = i′,
Bii′Bi′i =
∑
j,j ′
S
†
ij νjSji′S
†
i′j ′νj ′Sj ′i . (C.14)
Hence
lim
θ→∞ θ
2
∞∫ (− 12 tr(A2+)− 12 tr(A2−))d0
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∑
i
2 ln 2−1
2βi
(∑
j,j ′
|Sji |2νj |Sj ′i |2νj ′ − 2νi
∑
j
|Sji |2νj + ν2i
)
+
∑
i =i′
∑
j,j ′
S
†
ij νjSji′S
†
i′j ′νj ′Sj ′ig(βi, βi′). (C.15)
The addition of contributions (C.8) and (C.15) results in the identity (11.3).
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